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1 Introduction

By convention sweet, by convention bitter,
by convention hot, by convention cold, by convention colour:

but in reality atoms and void.
Democritos

For over 2000 years Atoms1 were the fundamental building blocks that
made up all Matter. They were what is, one of the two fundamental building
blocks that made up everything that is real. The other fundamental element
was what is not, and that was the Void. The idea that Void is not equal to
nothing was revolutionary at the time. As far as it is known Democritos was
the first thinker to not only argue that nothing can exist, but that this nothing,
the what is not is every bit as real as the what is. Void is as real as Matter.

This purely philosophical concept was incorporated into science in the early
19th century by John Dalton [Dal], the founder of modern chemistry. Ever
since then the search for the fundamental elements, for what is and for what is
not, has been mainly a scientific matter.

Atoms were considered undividable until the discovery of the electron in
1897 by J.J.Thomson [Tho97]. Over the past century experiments together
with theory have revealed three underlying layers in atom, each of which con-
sidered as fundamental until the next layer, the next substructure, was dis-
covered. The electron however has survived as truly fundamental for over a
century. The current upper limit of the size of the fundamental particles is
10−18m, but there is no reason to think that future experiments with higher
resolution would not change that picture. In fact, in Theory that has already
happened! The modern days fundamental particles are not particles at all.
They are believed to be strings wriggling about, and the variety of different
string oscillation modes would correspond to the full spectrum of particles
observed as fundamental in high energy experiments.

1’atomos’ meaning ’not divisible’ in Greek - a philosophical concept developed by Democritos
about 400BC, of dividing matter into smaller and smaller pieces until you could not divide it
any more. Democritos never made any experiments to prove the existence of those particles,
which is why his idea was rejected by Aristoteles and atoms were not part of science until in
1808 Dalton used the idea of atoms to explain how elements join to form compounds.
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Every bit as fascinating as the search for the fundamental building blocks
of matter is the search for the true nature of the void, the empty space. The
idea that what is ordinarily perceived as empty space is in fact a complicated
medium was a subject of speculation already by the early physicists. For ex-
ample gravity - we cannot see the gravitational field yet it has an unavoidable
influence on matter, or the electromagnetic field, again invisible, yet alter-
ing the behavior of matter. The popular idea throughout the 19th century
was that this void was in fact a dynamical ideal fluid Ether [Far32] perme-
ating everything and this Ether was the medium in which the natural forces
were generated. If what is not is the Ether, then what is what is? Inspired
by Helmholtz water twists [Hel58] W. Thomson (Lord Kelvin) suggested the
idea that atoms are tiny knotted vortices embedded in Ether [Tho67]. An ap-
pealing idea also for modern physicists as it is very economical. The form of
the knot gives atoms their stability and vibrational properties, and the type of
knot determines the type of atom.

This idea lead to systemising the knotic forms and their properties resulting
in a mathematical knot theory. The work mainly done by Tait, was presented
in three remarkable papers in 1897 [Tai98], where he correlated knot types to
chemical elements in attempt to construct a periodic table where each chemi-
cal element was represented by a knot.

Unfortunately the theory extrapolated too far beyond experimental data.
The famous experiment by Michelson and Morley [MM87] established once
and for all that there exists no such media as Ether. Despite the beauty of
the idea, there could be no vortices embedded in something that simply is not
there! The knots were forgotten in physics for almost a century. A misfortune
that turned into a hundred years of beauty sleep.

The theory that is most likely to become the fundamental theory of Na-
ture is String Theory [GSWa, GSWb]. String Theory is a relativistic quantum
theory2, where the elementary particles observed in particle accelerators are
described as excitation modes of elementary strings. The average size of a
string is expected to be near the length scale of quantum gravity, called the
Planck length, which is about 10−35m [Pla01]. The highest energies available
today resolve structures down to 10−18m, which means that strings are much
too small to be observed by current particle physics technology, and probably
not even by technology possible in the foreseeable future. It may also be so
that detecting structures as small as elementary strings is beyond our technical
capability.

2String Theory does not have to, but it can be a gauge field theory, often also supersymmetric.
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The relativistic quantum gauge field theory that is experimentally well-
tested is known under the name of the Standard Model [Geo, PS]. Since this
theory is confirmed by experiments, we know that even though it may not
be the fundamental theory, it must have something to do with the real world.
This is a fact that makes it interesting to study the Standard Model despite
the theoretical shadow from String Theory. Furthermore, as we will show in
this thesis, the underlying theories of the Standard Model possess highly in-
teresting nontrivial structures giving reason to revisit the ideas of Kelvin, and
maybe also offer an opening to how to gain knowledge experimentally about
String Theory without the access of these necessary extremely high energies.

The central principle of any gauge field theory is the principle of gauge
invariance [Wey]. A gauge is a degree of freedom within a theory that has
no observable effect, a gauge transformation is thus a transformation of this
degree of freedom which does not modify any physical observable properties.

There are two halves of the Standard Model, both based on the Non-Abelian
gauge theories invented by Yang and Mills (YM theory)3 [YM54]. One of
them is Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) [GW73a] describing the strong
interactions in a SU(3) theory involving quarks [GM64, Zwe] and gluons
[GM62], the SU(3) gauge fields. The other half is the Electroweak theory,
also known as the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam Model [Wei67, Sal], that unifies
the weak and the electromagnetic interactions in a SU(2)×U(1) model. The
particles involved in Electroweak theory are leptons, quarks, W- and Z-bosons
[Gla61], photons [Com23], the U(1) gauge fields after the symmetry break-
ing, and a neutral scalar Higgs4 particle H [Hig64, Hig66]. The fundamental
matter particles arise from the quantisation of the wavelike excitations that
solve the linearised field equations of the theory.

The gauge theories with SU(N) gauge symmetry N ≥ 2 are called Non-
Abelian gauge theories, i.e. the symmetry groups are non-commutative. The
gauge theories with U(1) gauge theory are called Abelian, i.e. the symmetry
group is commutative. Together these theories describe successfully three of
the four observed forces in Nature in terms of unitary groups of different di-
mensions, SU(3)× SU(2)×U(1). The interaction that is not included in the
Standard Model is gravity. Gravitation is described by Einsteins general the-
ory of relativity [Ein16] and is important mainly in macroscopic processes.
At present days energies gravitational effects are negligible in elementary par-

3The original non-abelian YM theory was quantised by Faddeev and Popov [FP67], and proven
renormalisable by ’tHooft and Veltman [tH71a, tH71b, tHV72].
4Higgs particle is to current date a hypotetical particle that has not yet been discovered exper-
imentally. If these particles are not found on energies predicted by the theory then one needs
to find an alternative theoretical model for the weak interaction that explains the mass gap. The
mass gap means that there is a gap on the mass scale between the masses of the gauge bosons
of the theory, the photon is massless while the weak gauge bosons are heavy.
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ticle reactions, however near very massive objects such as black holes, and
also at extreme conditions, such as very high temperatures and pressures of
the early Universe, gravity becomes important also for elementary particles.
Although the gravitational interaction can be described as a gauge theory, and
it is included naturally in String Theory, a quantum version of it is not well-
defined within the Standard Model.

In theory the quarks come in three doublets of different types of quarks,
also called flavours [FGML73]. Each quark comes in three colours5 charges
- red, green and blue, leading to eighteen distinct quarks. The anti-quarks
carry three different anti-colour charges. The Non-Abelian nature of SU(3)
gauge symmetry between these three coloured charges gives rise to gluons
carrying ’octet’ colour charge which is a combination of a colour and an anti-
colour charge. Because they carry colour charge they can interact among
themselves, an interesting property giving rise to speculations about the ex-
istence of pure bound gluon states called glueballs [JKM03, JKM04]. The
sum of colour charge for three quarks or anti-quarks carrying different colour
charges is colour neutral. As is the sum of a colour charge and its anti-charge.
The composite particles, called hadrons, are truly colourless, or colour neutral.
The colourless triplet of quarks or antiquarks are the type of hadrons called
baryons. Protons and neutrons are the most common examples of those. The
type of hadrons that consist of a colourless quark anti-quark pair are called
mesons, for instance pions. These colourless hadrons have been produced
and observed in high energy experiments at laboratories such as CERN in
Geneva, Fermilab near Chicago, SLAC in Stanford, DESY in Hamburg, to
mention the largest and most important ones. The colourful quarks however
have never been observed as free particles [Smi89]. This is a problem because
the theory does not describe the experimentally observable composite hadrons
but the fundamental constituents as quarks and gluons. Also, the theoretical
tool most successfully used to study these systems is perturbation theory, and
it is very hard if not impossible to perturb a system so tightly bound inside the
hadrons.

However, in the ultraviolet region of the Theory there is a striking phe-
nomenon called asymptotic freedom [GW73b, Pol73]. The YM-theories such
as QCD owe their survival to this phenomenon because this is precisely the
mechanism that makes it possible to test and confirm the theory experimen-
tally. At very small distances, achieved by probing with very large energies,
quarks behave as free particles. The coupling constant is small at high en-

5The word ’chromo’ in QCD comes from the Greek khroma meaning colour [Gre64, HN65].
However these colours are just labels chosen in analogy to the mixing of basic colours, and have
nothing to do with the colours we can see.
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ergies, thus perturbative theory, that is based on expansion in the coupling
constant, is applicable, and the situation is manageable both theoretically as
well as experimentally.

The infrared region of the theory on the other hand is highly singular. The
coupling constant becomes large and the perturbation theory is not valid. The
quarks, and also gluons, are trapped inside hadrons by a mechanism called
confinement. It is believed to be a consequence of the Non-Abelian nature of
the gauge group, yet apart from some qualitative understanding the nature of
this mechanism is still unknown.

In this thesis the main interest is of the infrared, non-perturbative, region
of the Theory. The classical equations of motion are often highly non-linear
and are very difficult to solve non-perturbatively, sometimes it is simply not
clear how to do them. Especially for a complete physically realistic theory.
Therefore it is often useful to study smaller models instead, even toy models
in only one or two dimensions, and then relate the model to the physically
realistic model in some clever way. Alternatively, to study an effective theory
with some appropriate parametrisation that describes the physically realistic
theory in the particular region of interest.

One of the first phenomenological models to describe confinement was sug-
gested by Skyrme [Sky61a, Sky61b, Bro]. The Skyrme model, although not
a fundamental Standard Model theory, is a successful and highly interesting
model for effective low energy theory for strong interactions6, that introduced
the fascinating phenomenon of soliton7 solution into the field theory8. These
stable finite energy field configurations, solitons, found as exact solutions to
the equations of motion of the theory were meant to describe the bound state
of quarks. The Skyrme toy model, a Lorentz invariant field theory in just
one spatial dimension, is the well-known sine-Gordon theory. The quantum
version of the sine-Gordon model was studied by Coleman and Mandelstam
[Col75, Man75], where it was shown that it exhibits both elementary meson
states and soliton solutions. The fact that the classical soliton solutions sur-
vived the quantum corrections, established the Skyrme approach to quantum
field theory as highly interesting, and since then many solutions have been

6Skyrme model emerges from QCD in the limit where the number of colours is large [Wit83b,
Wit83a].
7Solitons were first discovered by John Scott Russell Such, in the month of August 1834, was
my first chance interview with that singular and beautiful phenomenon which I have called
the Wave of Translation [Rus44]. Skyrme did not use the word soliton in his original work.
On particle physics context the word soliton was first used 1965 by Zabusky and Kruskal to
describe a solitary wave with particle-like properties.
8Theory of monopoles was proposed already 1931 by Dirac [Dir31], but it was Skyrme that first
realised the potential of soliton solutions in describing bound systems.
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found, studied, and even confirmed experimentally [KS].

A soliton is a localised configuration of energy which can move without dis-
torsion, dispersion, or dissipation, and which is stable under perturbations as
well as collisions with other solitons. It solves the classical non-linear equa-
tions of motion, it has a non-trivial topological structure, different from the
vacuum. It often has very large energy, however the topological structure pro-
hibits the soliton to decay into a number of elementary particles. In one spatial
dimension there are several well known soliton solutions, the existence of soli-
ton solutions is closely connected to the concept of integrability in models like
for instance Korteweg-de Vries theory and Non-linear Schrödinger theory, the
best known soliton is perhaps the Sine-Gordon kink mentioned above [HSW].
In two spatial dimensions there are some solitons, like the Nielsen-Olesen vor-
tices in Abelian Higgs model [NO73]. While in three spatial dimensions there
are only few, for instance the ’tHooft magnetic monopole [tH74, Pol74]. All
these solutions are pointlike.

Recently however this story got a twist, it was found that in three spatial
dimensions one can also have string-like solitons! A pointlike soliton in two
dimensions becomes a string when embedded in three dimensions. Those
solitons are twisted solitons, i.e. solitons with the topology of a knot. The
simplest of those knotted solitons is the unknot, a torus with a 2π twist around
its core. Also trefoil has been shown to be one of the solutions, in fact any
knot is a solution to a particular prototype model, the most general theory
supporting the existence of stable knotted solutions, called Skyrme-Faddeev-
Niemi model [FN97a, FN97b]. Furthermore, it can be shown that many phys-
ically realistic models belong in the same universality class as this particular
model. One of such models is the Abelian Higgs model [NPV00], also the ef-
fective pure Yang-Mills theory can be shown to include this prototype model
[FN99b, FN99a], just to mention a few. In other words, we are back to Kelvin
and Tait! Except that now the knots are considered in physically realistic mod-
els defined from first principles and the different knots appear dynamically as
soliton solutions of the theory.

Another interesting aspect regarding the existence of knotted configurations
in Standard Model is the possibility that they actually exist for real! If they
do exist then they ought to be detectable in some future extremely high en-
ergy experiment.9 If they are detected then the question regarding the matter
of number of spatial dimensions, or at least the size and nature of the possi-
ble extra dimensions, may be solved. The Standard Model describes the ele-
mentary particles and their interactions in four space-time dimensions, three

9The estimated mass for the lightest electroweak knotted soliton is 21TeV [Cho01].
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spatial and one time dimension. Whereas the number of dimensions in String
Theory is considerably larger. The expected energy of knotted configuration
is very high yet much lower than the size of a string. Thus, if the next or the
next-next generation of colliders manage to detect a topological knotted ob-
ject, then one of the questions of string theory, the one concerning the number
of spatial dimensions could be answered. Knots can only exist in three spatial
dimensions, in any spatial dimension larger than three they simply unwind
themselves in the extra dimension.

Knots or no knots, what is a clear is that there exists a close connection
between the topologically interesting models and the low energy region of
the fundamental theory. Yet, as mentioned earlier, the fundamental theory
for strong interaction is Non-Abelian, so why study the Abelian models? To
answer that, let us outline roughly the path between different models with
the starting point in the qualitative description of the infrared phenomenon
confinement. Confinement can be pictured as a quark anti-quark pair bound
together by tubes of glue flux lines. The gluon field between the quark anti-
quark pair is strongly self-interacting because of the Non-Abelian nature of
gluons, this self interaction prevents the field lines from spreading out10 and
instead the colour field lines of force between the quark and anti-quark are
compelled to form a tube as though there were attractive forces between the
field lines. The potential energy between the quarks, or gluons, increases with
increasing distance in such a way that no finite amount of energy inserted to
the system could separate them. Furthermore, inducing much enough energy
to the system would instead of breaking up the pair of quarks, break the gluon
field by producing a new quark anti-quark pair. Thus to describe this, one
needs a field theory with non-trivial ground state generating a mass gap, that
also admits quantised flux tubes.

The physical system that admits flux tubes is the superconductor of type
II. The phenomenological model based on classical field theory that describes
superconductivity is the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory [GL50]. The energy
function of the GL theory has topological soliton solutions. These solutions,
also called Abrikosov vortices [Abr57] or magnetic flux vortices, exist in the
two spatial dimensional version of the theory. In three spatial dimensions
these vortices become quantised flux tubes carrying magnetic field through
the superconductor. An effect known as the Meissner effect [MO33]. Now,

10Unlike the Coulomb field between an electron and a positron (an electron with opposite electric
charge) where due to the Abelian nature of photons the photons have no self-interactions and
the field lines would be spreading out from the charges.
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the particle physics version of a superconductor is the Abelian Higgs Model11.
In fact the dual12 Ginzburg-Landau model is equivalent to the Abelian Higgs
model in the spontaneously broken phase, i.e. in the phase in the strong cou-
pling limit where the off diagonal gauge fields become massive while the di-
agonal field remains massless. In that very limit the Abelian theory can be
shown to describe the physics of the Non-Abelian theory. More precisely, the
Non-Abelian SU(3) YM-theory can be divided into two gauge invariant com-
ponents, one Abelian and one Non Abelian component. In the infrared region
it is the Abelian component that dominates the theory, a phenomenon called
Abelian dominance [EI82a, EI82b]. This concludes the chain of relations,
showing that the Abelian models and the low energy limit of the Non-Abelian
theory are closely related. Furthermore, there exists a very nice connection
between the condensed matter physics and the high energy physics, and this
leads us to the matter of the experimental status of soliton solutions.

The experimental confirmation of the phenomena predicted by the theory
is essential to physics. After all, physics is and always must be an empirical
science. The experimental results regarding detecting soliton states are not
impressive. The solitons have often very large energies, and therefore out of
reach for today’s particle accelerators. The main success regarding detecting
the solitons is in the condensed matter physics. The two dimensional magnetic
GL flux vortices have been observed as solitons in thin superconductors, as
well as in extended form in three dimensional superconductors [eRDP, KS].
The most other well known solutions such as the cosmic strings (relativis-
tic version of the magnetic flux vortices at very large scale in the universe)
[HV03] or the magnetic monopoles [GT] have despite the extensive search
not yet been observed. Also the knotted solitons [Nie04] may be detected in
superconductors, but that remains to be seen.

The modern search for the fundamental elements of Nature involves study-
ing the concept of confinement. That takes us to exploring spontaneously bro-
ken gauge field theories in infrared region, theories that are related to quarks
and confinement, the fundamental matter particles and the vacuum structure.
The what is and the what is not. Even though the knots of standard Model
may not describe the fundamental constituents of Matter, they most certainly
change the idea of Void. Vacuum is no longer a perfect empty space with the
only purpose to give room for the matter to move, instead it is full of defects

11The Abelian Higgs theory relates to the Electroweak theory in a certain range of parameters,
the theory is Abelian because of the SU(2) symmetry is broken to U(1). This model is described
in more detail in Chapter 4

12We need a dual theory because in the case of superconductors the field that is confined in the
flux tube is the magnetic field while in QCD it is the colour electric field that is confined.
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and fascinating non-trivial structures. It is also a possible source for existence
of new type of matter waiting to be detected.

The structure of this thesis is evident from the Table of Contents. In Chapter
2 some basic theoretical concepts relevant to the subject of this thesis are
introduced. The emphasis on the basic principle of symmetry in general and
gauge symmetry in particular. The breaking of the symmetry leads to the
possibility of having topological soliton solutions in the theory. One way to
classify these topological solutions is by homotopy classes. This Chapter also
includes a short introduction to homotopy groups.

Another way to classify soliton solutions is by the stability mechanisms,
which is summarised in Chapter 3. This Chapter is dedicated to solitons and
some of the basic models that admit topological soliton solutions. The purpose
is to show how the Skyrme-Faddeev-Niemi model, that fundamentally is the
base for the physics studied in this thesis, arises from the family of non-linear
sigma models. Since the models are closely related, the solutions share many
of their basic features which adds to the motivation to review these models.
We also describe a recent proposal for presenting these models in terms of a
generalised Skyrme system.

Chapter 4 deals with line vortices found in the scalar sector of the Elec-
troweak theory in the limit where the Weinberg angle goes to π/2. The
bosonic Electroweak theory is defined for completeness, with the purpose to
show where exactly the Abelian Higgs model and the extended Abelian Higgs
model are found in the real thing. We also review some interesting solutions
supported by these models, in particular the Nielsen-Olesen line vortices in
two spatial dimensions. Which in a sense are the prototype solutions for all
string-like solitons found in field theories. The Nielsen-Olesen type of string
solutions are not true topological solutions in spatial dimensions higher than
two, which means that their stability properties when embedded in three spa-
tial dimensions must be studied explicitly. One way to stabilise them would
be to tie a knot, the knotted soliton solutions are presented in the context of
extended Abelian Higgs model. Another way to stabilise them would be by
adding a texture stabilising term to the system. In previous Chapter we showed
the effect on stability properties when Skyrme-like terms where added to the
Lagrangian, here we present an alternative proposed stabilising term originat-
ing from the choice of metric in the scalar field space. In Paper III we perform
an effective calculation with the purpose to investigate whether the stabilising
term arises naturally when the first order quantum corrections are taken into
account to the original extended Abelian Higgs model.

The theoretical background that motivates the numerical study of the model
for two component electromagnetic charge neutral plasma in Paper I, is pre-
sented in Chapter 5. The model is related to the Electroweak theory in the limit
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where the Weinberg angle goes to 0. We present two theoretical arguments
that support the existence of topologically non-trivial finite-energy configura-
tions in the plasma. First, the fine-tuning of the virial theorem that solves the
contradiction between the commonly used models in plasma physics, where
all such solutions are strictly ruled out, and the effective field theory approach
where such solutions are very much expected. Secondly, assuming that the so-
lutions may exist, we show the connection between the effective plasma model
and the Skyrme-Faddeev-Niemi prototype model, that supports the existence
of stable knotted solutions.

The theory behind the effective calculation is discussed in Chapter 6. The
algebraic method used in Paper III is demonstrated on a simple scalar field
theory model.

The final Chapter 7 considers the pure Yang-Mills theory in a particular
decomposition. We present the theoretical background that motivates the im-
provement made on the classical mechanics model studied in Paper II. The
purpose is to enforce the connection between the knotted soliton solutions
predicted in the effective low energy Yang-Mills theory and the stable closed
orbits with a three dimensional projection of the topology of a knot found in
the classical mechanics model.

Throughout this theses natural units have been used, the Plancks constant
and the speed of light are set to one, h̄ = c = 1. The spacetime metric gµν is
chosen to be (+,−,−,−) following the convention of most field theory text
books.
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2 Foundations

Though this be madness - yet there is method in’t.
William Shakespeare

The main reason to study gauge field theories in general, and gauge field
theories with spontaneously broken symmetry in particular, is that it is inter-
esting. Also, we believe they have something to do with the real world. Here
we try to enlight some basic features of the theories studied in this thesis, fo-
cusing on the basic principle of symmetry, gauge invariance, as well as some
topological aspects.

2.1 Symmetry Principle
When reading physics papers one very soon becomes overwhelmed by all the
many different types of symmetries: external, internal; global, local; discrete,
continuous; finite, infinite; exact, approximate; ordinary, super(ordinary); etc.
Not surprising though, as the principle of symmetry is one of the most impor-
tant principles in physics.

A physical system consists in general of a finite or infinite number of de-
grees of freedom expressed in a mathematical construct called the Action.
These degrees of freedom may or may not interact. The dynamics of the sys-
tem is given by the classical equations of motion, which follow from varying
the action with respect to the different degrees of freedom. A group of trans-
formations on the space-time coordinates and/or the degrees of freedom that
leave the action and thereby also the classical equations of motion invariant,
is called a symmetry. The symmetries of the action correspond to conserved
quantities and therefore reflect the basic symmetries of the physical system.

The external symmetries are based on the invariance under transformations
of the space coordinates xi and time coordinates t ≡ x0. For instance the
Lorentz invariance, originating from the main postulate of the Special Theory
of Relativity [Ein05] that the speed of light is the same in all inertial frames.
Thus any action functional of a physically realistic model must be Lorentz
invariant.

The symmetries that are not related to the transformations of the space-
time coordinates are called internal symmetries. The internal symmetries can
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be global or local. A global symmetry is independent of the space-time coor-
dinates and usually leads to a conserved quantity. The global symmetry can be
turned local by allowing the symmetry transformations to vary continuously
from one space-time point to another. This leads to introducing the additional,
so called gauge degrees of freedom mediating a force. The gauge principle is
discussed further in the following section.

An interesting observation regarding the internal symmetries, both global as
well as local, is that a symmetry of the action is not always a symmetry of the
ground state of a given physical system. If the action is invariant under some
symmetry group G, and the ground state is invariant only under a subgroup H
of G, then the symmetry group G is said to be spontaneously broken down to
the subgroup H. When it is the global symmetry that is spontaneously broken
down, then the result is the appearance of massless scalar degrees of freedom.
Whereas the spontaneously broken local symmetry leads to a phenomenon
called the Higgs mechanism, where the massless Goldstone bosons and the
massless gauge fields in conspiracy form massive vector fields [Ric, LF].

2.2 Gauge Field Theory
The principle of gauge invariance is the basis of the Standard Model. Gaug-
ing means simply put making local. This subject was studied intensely in
1920´s, the term gauge was first used by Weyl in 1928 [Wey], who formulated
the gauging procedure in its modern form. The generality of this concept
of making symmetries local was realised by Noether about ten years earlier
[Noe18]. Her theorem states basically that the disappearance of a conserved
quantity at one point would always be accompanied by a current which makes
possible its appearance at another point, and hence these conserved quanti-
ties are not conserved globally. However, the roots of the concept of gauging
dates back already to 1820 when the electrodynamics was discovered, and
Biot and Savart [BS20a, BS20b] proposed the first theory of electrodynamics.
The modern era gauge theories started with the paper of Yang and Mills 1954
[YM54].

There are many excellent text books such as [Weia, Ryd, Ram89, CL] that
describe the gauge principle well and in fine details. The aim here is to show
in few lines the very beauty of the gauge principle.

The Gauge Principle
Let us consider the simplest possible Lagrangian involving a complex-valued
scalar matter field Φ(x) = (φ1 + iφ2)/

√
2,
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L =
(
∂µΦ

)
(∂ µΦ∗)−m2Φ∗Φ. (2.1)

Next we need this Lagrangian to be invariant under the local transformation

Φ(x) → eiα(x)Φ(x) , (2.2)

that is a phase rotation through an angle α (x). The Lagrangian (2.1) is of
course not invariant under this transformation because of the derivative oper-
ators ∂µ

∂µΦ(x) → ∂µeiα(x)Φ(x) = eiα(x) [∂µ + i∂µα (x)
]

Φ(x) (2.3)

so that

L → L +
(
∂µα

)2 Φ∗Φ+ i∂µα
(
Φ∂µΦ∗ −Φ∗∂µΦ

)
. (2.4)

The invariance can however be restored if one introduces a new field Aµ , so
called gauge field, that transforms as

Aµ → Aµ − 1
e

∂µα (x) . (2.5)

A fancy word to describe what was just done is minimal substitution, meaning
that the derivative ∂µ has been replaced by the covariant derivative

Dµ = ∂µ + ieAµ (x) . (2.6)

Now the new Lagrangian

L = (DµΦ)
(
D̄µΦ∗)−m2Φ∗Φ (2.7)

is indeed invariant under the simultaneous local gauge transformations (2.2)
and (2.5). To complete the picture, the gauge fields Aµ contribute by them-
selves to the Lagrangian through the curl of Aµ

L = −1
4

FµνFµν . (2.8)

This concludes the line of thoughts. By starting with the matter fields and re-
quiring the theory to have local symmetry, the gauge principle gives the force
fields associated to the symmetry, and whose interaction with the matter field
is dictated uniquely. This very principle gives the electromagnetic, weak, and
strong interactions, with gauge fields the photon, the weak boson, and the
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gluons, respectively. The gauge transformations leave the field strength, the
action and all physical observable quantities unchanged, and they are classi-
fied by gauge symmetry groups. The Standard Model is based on a local gauge
group SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1), i.e. the Abelian U(1)em for QED, non-Abelian
SU(2)L ×U(1)Y for GWS, and non-Abelian SU(3)colour for QCD.

The Gauge Groups of Standard Model
The group SU(3)colour has eight generators, the Gell-Mann matrices λ a [GM].
Those generators produce eight types of massless gauge bosons, the gluons,
i.e. the gauge particles that mediate the strong force.

The group SU(2) has three generators of gauge symmetry, the Pauli sigma
matrices σ i [Pau27]

σ1 =

(
0 1

1 0

)
, σ2 =

(
0 −i

i 0

)
, σ3 =

(
1 0

0 −1

)
. (2.9)

In analogy to the case above they would generate three massless gauge bosons
to mediate the weak nuclear force. The gauge bosons however are very heavy!
The way to obtain a fully gauge invariant theory with massive gauge bosons is
by considering the full symmetry group SU(2)×U(1) and introducing a new
concept called spontaneous symmetry breaking. The massless gauge bosons
acquire mass by interacting with a scalar field called the Higgs field. This
is called the Higgs mechanism. One of the consequences of the spontaneous
symmetry breaking is that the vacuum may become degenerate. The existence
of a degenerate vacua in its turn gives rise to various interesting topological
and quasi-topological configurations as solutions to the equations of motion
of the theory. More about that in the following chapters.

Thus, in the electroweak theory the electromagnetism and the weak nuclear
force start out being mixed together in an overall SU(2)×U(1) gauge sym-
metry. The interactions between the scalar Higgs fields and the gauge bosons
result in three massive gauge bosons, called the W+, W− and Z, and one mass-
less gauge boson, the photon, the mediator of the electromagnetic force. This
symmetry is spontaneously broken down at the electroweak scale of about
100GeV and the only explicit remaining gauge symmetry is the U(1) of elec-
tromagnetism.

Both SU(3) and SU(2) are Non-Abelian gauge groups with self-interacting
gauge bosons. Since the group SU(3) is rather complicated, one often finds
it useful to study the much simpler group SU(2), a subgroup of SU(3). Also
the product group SU(2)×U(1) is a subgroup of SU(3). The group U(1) is a
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subgroup to all SU(N) symmetry groups [Geo82].

2.3 Broken Symmetry and Solitons
The topology of the vacuum manifold is determined by the gauge theory. The
topology of the space at infinity is determined by the number of spatial dimen-
sions. The connection between these two topologies defines whether there can
be non-trivial topological solutions in the theory or not.

It is generally believed that any gauge theory that undergoes the Higgs
mechanism often contains topologically stable defects [Cola]. At classical
level it is often very useful to study topological defects by homotopy classi-
fication [Hil]. This creates an elegant way to check whether a given model
exhibits topological charges. In the following the basic features of homotopy
groups are introduced. Short introduction in [Act79, GO78, Weib], to mention
a few.

Homotopy Groups
Consider a theory with spontaneous symmetry breaking from a finite dimen-
sional and compact Lie group G to a subgroup H. The space M of constant
ground state solutions of the theory is called the vacuum manifold. Since H
is unbroken, the constant vacuum solutions are invariant under the action of
H. The elements of the coset space G/H are by construction also invariant
under H. Hence these two manifolds, the vacuum manifold M and the coset
space G/H are essentially the same, they are topologically equivalent. The
homotopy properties of the vacuum manifold M define the classification of
the topological defects.

All classical fields for any solutions with finite energy take values which
belong to M at spatial infinity. This boundary condition defines a distinct
mapping of the sphere Sd at infinity into the vacuum manifold G/H ≈ M ,
Sd

∞ → M . Two such mappings are either homotopic, i.e. continuously de-
formable into one another, or not. Two field configurations are said to be
topologically equivalent if it is possible to deform one of them continuously
into the other without passing through forbidden configurations with infinite
energy barrier. Thus all these maps can be uniquely divided into equivalence
classes, each consisting of configurations of the same topology. The homo-
topy class is a topological conserved quantity. These classes are the elements
of the homotopy group πd (M ). The dth homotopy group of the manifold M
is the set of classes of topologically distinct mappings Sd →M with one point
at Sd mapped into a fixed point of M . Within each class the lowest energy
solution ought to be classically stable.
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Since πd (M ) = πd (G/H) it is sufficient to calculate πd (G/H) to see whether
there may exist topologically non-trivial solutions in the theory. If πd (M ) = I,
where I denotes the trivial topology group with just the identity element, there
can be no such solutions. If however πd (M ) �= I then topologically non-trivial
solutions may exist.

In the following we are interested in the case when the vacuum manifold M
is a d-sphere, Sd , i.e. a set of points in Rd+1 at unit distance from the origin.
The one-sphere S1 is a circle, and also the manifold of the group U(1), the
two-sphere S2 is the usual sphere, S3 is the three sphere, the three dimensional
surface of a unit sphere in four dimensions, topologically equivalent to the
group manifold of SU(2) symmetry group.

To calculate the homotopy groups and their properties is not a trivial exer-
cise, in fact it is rather difficult. The relevant results from the references above
are

πn (Sn) = Z, ∀n ≥ 1 (2.10)

πn (Sm) = I n < m,n ≥ 1 (2.11)

πn
(
S1)= I n > 1. (2.12)

The elements of Z are integers that characterise the map, sometimes also
called the winding number or the topological charge of the solution. It is an
important property that the winding number is precisely an integer, because
an integer cannot changed continuously and hence it must be preserved by
smooth deformations of the fields that preserve the finiteness of the energy. It
is a topological invariant.

The homotopy groups of coset spaces due to isomorphism

π2 (G/H) = π1 (H) , (2.13)

π1 (G/H) = π0 (H) , (2.14)

these results hold for G if π0 (G) = π1 (G) = I. For example the spontaneous
break down of the SU(2) symmetry to the subgroup U(1) gives

π2 (SU(2)/U(1)) = π1 (U(1)) = π1
(
S1)= Z. (2.15)

If the homotopy considerations show that there exist topological charges
in a given model, then the next step would be to try to find the correspond-
ing classical solutions either by functional analytic methods or by explicit
constructions of particular solutions. The final goal is naturally to determine
more or less explicitly the general solution space. The self dual Yang-Mills
instanton solutions are one of the more successful examples of this.
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3 Topological Aspects

If you gotta ask, you’ll never know.
Louis Armstrong about what is jazz

3.1 Solitons
Dirac proposed his theory of monopoles already 1931 [Dir31], and since then
the topological objects in physics have been under extensive studies. Finite
energy topological solitons have been studied by Skyrme [Sky61b, Sky61a],
also Polyakov [Pol74] and ’tHooft [tH74]. For an outstanding review about
topological defects there are textbooks such as [Colb, Cola, Raj, MS], and
review articles [GO78, Pre, War05, Bra94], to mention a few. Although we
are mainly considering soliton solutions in quantum theories, solitons are to
start with solutions to classical field equations. The soliton solution can be
quantised by a semiclassical expansion order by order in h̄ about the classical
solution.

A soliton is a stable time-independent non-dissipative solution to a set of
classical equations of motion of a field theoretical model [Cola]. By non-
dissipative is meant that there exists a lower bound of the maximum energy
density T 00

lim
t→∞

maxxT 00 > 0. (3.1)

Such a classical solution with finite energy in two spatial dimensions is called
a vortex. A vortex solution embedded in three spatial dimensions becomes a
string solution with finite energy per unit length [Vil81, She87].

Typically soliton (and instanton1) solutions are characterised by some topo-

1Soliton solutions to Euclidean field equations of any given model that are localised in time
as well in space are called instantons [BPST75] (the name was proposed by ’tHooft, another
suggestion for the name was ’pseudo particles’ by Polyakov). The beauty of instanton solutions
is that they can be obtained in exact analytical form in several many models, including QCD.
At the classical level instantons are not very different from static soliton solutions of time-
independent field equations. In most cases instantons of a model in D dimensions are essentially
the same as the static solitons of the same model in D+1 dimensions [Colc]. However, in
the corresponding quantum field theory, instantons are very different from solitons. Whereas
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logical index, related to their behaviour at spatial infinity. For solitons this
index turns out to be a conserved quantity, in the quantised theory it becomes
a conserved topological quantum number characterising the soliton state2.

The conserved topological current corresponding to the conserved topologi-
cal charge is conserved independently of the equations of motion of the theory.
The current is a spatial divergence and it’s spatial integral is non-zero only if
the filed satisfies the boundary conditions at spatial infinity in a topologically
non-trivial manner. This is very different from the Noethers current that is as-
sociated with a continuous symmetry of the Lagrangian and it follows directly
from the equations of motion.

Stability Mechanisms.
The models that admit soliton solutions can be classified according to the
mechanism by which the stability of the solutions is ensured. Such mecha-
nisms are complete integrability, nontrivial topology together with dynamical
balancing, and internal time dependency.

The integrable soliton systems
are the one-dimensional examples of models with solitons solutions, such as
the Sine-Gordon, Kortweg-de-Vries, nonlinear Schrödinger equations [HSW].
These kinks are stable topological solitons with non-trivial topology. By non-
trivial topology is meant here that the boundary value of the real valued scalar
field of the model ϕ at x = ∞ is different from its value at x = −∞.

The dynamical stability
of possible topological solutions can then be understood in terms of the Hobart-
Derrick’s theorem [Hob63, Der64]. This is a scaling theorem that studies the
relation between the energy of a static field configuration and the scale of
space. Consider a general field theory model in d−1 spatial dimension. Such
a theory often has terms like a scalar field or a multiplet of scalar fields φ
and/or a gauge field Fµν and/or a potential term V (φ). The static energy of
that general model is the sum of terms

E =
∫

ddx [V (φ)+Tn (Diφ)+Fi jFi j] ≡ E0 +E2 +E4, (3.2)

where the integral is over d-dimensional space Rd , Tn (Diφ) is a real-valued
polynomial of degree n in covariant spatial derivatives Di (φ), for instance

solitons can be seen as particles... almost, the instantons are responsible for tunneling effects
fiddling with the structure of the vacuum state [CDG76].
2For instantons the existence of non-zero topological index leads to the generation of a family
of vacuum states, characterised by a vacuum angle θ .
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T2 (Diφ) = |Dφ |2. The notation Em will be used throughout, where m refers
to order in derivatives of the terms contributing to the energy. Generally each
term contributes positively to the energy. Under the scaling of spatial coordi-
nates xi → λxi these terms transform as

E0 → λ−dE0, E2 → λ n−dE2, E4 → λ 4−dE4. (3.3)

A static solution corresponds to a critical point of the static energy functional.
The minimum of the energy is obtained by the non-scaled coordinates, i.e.
where λ = 1

d
dλ

E (λx)
∣∣∣∣
λ=1

= 0. (3.4)

Thus for a static solution the exponent of λ must be zero, and/or there exists
a balance between the negative and positive exponents. A negative exponent
indicates a compressing force, tending the solution to implode. A positive
exponent indicates an expanding force. For a static solution these two forces
must balance each other out.3 The scaling theorem make it possible to rule
out soliton solutions, they do not say anything about whether those solutions
actually exist.

Internal time dependency

of the fields is another way to stabilise solitons, making the solitons stationary
rather than static. As an example one could let the complex scalar fields φ to
have the form φ = ψeiωt , where ψ is independent of time. This term leads
to an analogy of centrifugal force which may contribute to the stabilise the
solutions. The corresponding solitons are Q-balls [Col85].

Finding Solitons.
To find solitons one needs to solve the classical equations of motion of a given
theory, analytically or numerically. Solving those equations is often very com-
plicated due to the non-linear nature of the equations, and finding an exact an-
alytic solution is often only possible in few models, the KdV solitary wave and
the Sine-Gordon kink are examples of exact analytic solutions. The Nielsen-
Olesen line vortices in Abelian Higgs model in two spatial dimensions are

3Throughout it has been assumed that there are restrictions on the fields φ and A j due to non-
trivial topology. If that is not the case then the simple scaling φ → µφ and/or A j → µA j where
0 ≤ µ ≤ 1, the fields can simply be scaled away and the hights of the soliton and its energy go
smoothly to zero. That does not happen in the case of non trivial topology.
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example of famous solutions which are known only numerically.

In physically realistic models in three space dimensions one often needs a
different strategy for finding soliton solutions. What helps is to know whether
a theory is likely to have solitons or not, by looking into the homotopy clas-
sification, or applying the Hobart-Derricks theorem for instance. The sug-
gestive arguments that support the existence of finite energy configurations in
a given theory include the existence of a conserved topological charge, the
lower bound of energy, and agreement with the scaling theorem. To prove the
existence of such solitons however always requires solving the equations of
motion of the theory.

For a model where the soliton solutions are not ruled out by the homotopy
arguments or by the scaling theorem, start by finding the classical vacuum
(zero-energy) solutions. Then use the vacuum solution to identify the set
of allowed boundary conditions that any finite energy solution must satisfy.
Based on that, make a homotopy classification of those boundary conditions,
i.e. field configurations that cannot be continuously deformed into the trivial
vacuum (zero-energy) configuration while the energy remains finite. Finally
look for a solution with finite energy among the configurations of a given ho-
motopy sector. This step is usually performed by numerical methods.

To find solitons numerically, a great help is, not surprisingly, knowing the
symmetry properties of the solutions [KL83]. It has become evident that soli-
tons are often in a symmetric shape, and recognising these symmetries helps
tremendously to find them. The basic symmetry relevant in case of solitons is
rotational symmetry. The maximal Euclidean symmetry for a static field also
includes translational symmetry, but since solitons are localised finite energy
solutions, they can not have translational symmetry. Because any configu-
ration with positive energy density would have infinite energy even if it was
translation invariant in one spatial direction only. Unlike many other varia-
tional problems, there is no proof that the configurations with maximal al-
lowed symmetry optimize the energy. A configuration with less symmetry
might have lower energy, but let us not be worried about this quite yet.

The Ansatz for the field is made assuming that the field is symmetric under
a subgroup of the complete symmetry group of the energy functional. Then
look for solutions with this symmetry.

A useful method for finding static solutions is by gradient flow equations,
also called steepest descendent method. The gradient flow equations are ob-
tained by replacing the double time-derivative terms by terms with single
time-derivative in the field equations of the Lorentz invariant theory. The
equations must also be consistent with Gauss law. The main property of the
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gradient flow equation is that the gradient flow is in the direction where the
potential energy decreases most rapidly, steepest. In other words, the gradient
flow describes the relaxation to a stable configuration, generally minima of
the potential energy [MS].

3.2 Models
In the following we give a short description of the models with broken global
symmetry, that exhibit topological soliton solutions. The simplest of the mod-
els to admit static topological (soliton) solutions, is the sigma model [Sch57,
Pol, GML], a nonlinear scalar field theory. The solutions of sigma models are
not dynamically stable, which is why they are often called lumps rather than
solitons. The reason to study non-linear sigma models is because it is rela-
tively easy to find exact solutions in these models. Also, the Skyrme model
has its origin in non-linear sigma model, it is obtained by adding a fourth
order derivative to the sigma model Lagrangian to ensure the stability of soli-
ton solutions in three spatial dimensions. Hence the Skyrme soliton solutions
share many of their basic features with the lump-solutions of the non-linear
sigma model. The standard SU(2) Skyrme theory and the Skyrme-Faddeev-
Niemi model are presented in terms of a one-parameter family of generalised
Skyrme systems [War04]. The trouble with the non-linear sigma models is
that in more than two dimensions they are nonrenormalizable. Instead they
are interesting as effective field theories.

Non-Linear Sigma Model

Consider the simplest of the sigma models, the O(3) sigma model, in two
spatial dimensions. The Lagrangian density is given by

L =
1
4

∂µφ∂ µφ +ν
(

1−|φ |2
)

, (3.5)

where φ = (φ1,φ2,φ3) is a three component unit vector field. The target space
is the unit two-sphere, S2. The global symmetry of the target space is the
rotational group O(3), hence the first part of the name of the model4.

In two spatial dimension, the energy for the static field configurations is
given by

4The word sigma in the name comes from the alternative formulation of the model, where the
fields φ1 and φ2 are locally free and the third component σ =

√
1−φ1 −φ2 is dependent of the

first two.
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E =
1
4

∫
d2x∂iφ∂iφ ≡ E2, (3.6)

where i = 1,2 refers to the spatial directions only. For the the vector field φ to
describe a finite energy solution, the vector field φ → φ0 must tend to a con-
stant value at spatial infinity. That means that at spatial infinity all the fields
must point in the same direction. Without the loss of generality this direc-
tion can be chosen to be along ẑ pointing to the north pole, i.e. φ0 = (0,0,1).
This boundary condition spontaneously breaks the O(3) rotational symmetry
φ → Mφ where M ∈ O(3) is a constant matrix, to an O(2) symmetry rotating
the components (φ1,φ2). The boundary condition also implies that the space
at infinity can be compactified from R2 to S2, so that at a fixed time the field φ
defines a map: S2 → S2. This map belongs to the homotopy group π2

(
S2
)
= Z,

which implies that there is an integer winding number N associated with every
field configuration. The integer winding number, or topological charge, N, can
be expressed as an integral

N =
1

4π

∫
dx1 dx2 φ · (∂1φ ×∂2φ) . (3.7)

The topological charge N can be interpreted as the number of lumps in the
field configuration. It is often convenient to make the following change of
variables, instead of φ define a single complex valued function related to φ
by the stereographic projection W = (φ1 + iφ2)/(1+φ3). W is the Riemann
sphere coordinate on the target space. Generally W is a function of z = x1 + ix2
and z̄ = x1 − ix2. In terms of W the Lagrangian density (3.5) takes the form

L =
∂µW∂ µŴ(
1+ |W |2

)2 , (3.8)

and the formula for the topological charge N is

N =
1
π

∫
d2x

|∂zW |2 −|∂z̄W |2(
1+ |W |2

)2 , (3.9)

where ∂z = 1
2 (∂1 − i∂2) and ∂z̄ = 1

2 (∂1 + i∂2). The energy (3.6) takes the form

E = 2
∫

d2 x
|∂zW |2 + |∂z̄W |2(

1+ |W |2
)2
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= 4
∫

d2 x
|∂z̄W |2(

1+ |W |2
)2 +2

∫
d2 x

|∂zW |2 −|∂z̄W |2(
1+ |W |2

)2

= 4
∫

d2 x
|∂z̄W |2(

1+ |W |2
)2 +2πN, (3.10)

where clearly the energy is bounded from below in terms of the number of
lumps E ≥ 2π |N|. Equality gives the minimal-energy solutions and it oc-
curs when the field is a solution to the equation ∂z̄W = 0, called Bogomolny-
Cauchy-Riemann equation. The energy is scale invariant, as is easily seen
from (3.3) with n = 2 and d = 2, implying that the size of the solitons is not
fixed. This means that the solutions are not particularly stable, and therefore
not called solitons.

Baby-Skyrme Model
The way to stabilise the sigma model lump solutions is by adding terms E0
and E4 to the energy density, which would fix the size of the lump and turn
the solutions into true topological solitons. The modified two-dimensional
Lagrangian (3.5) suggested by Skyrme take the form

L =
1
4

∂µφ∂ µφ − 1
8
(
∂µφ ×∂νφ

) · (∂ µφ ×∂ νφ)− m2

2
(1−φ3) , (3.11)

where the firs term is O(3) sigma model term, the second term with higher
order in first derivatives, is called the Skyrme term. In fact this model is
called baby-Skyrme model. When the fields φ1,φ2 are considered as small
fluctuations around the vacuum φ0 = (0,0,1), then the third term in (3.11)
is interpreted as the mass term for the fields φ1,φ2. This mass term is not
unique, here it is chosen in analogy to the three dimensional Skyrme model.
The Skyrme term however is uniquely chosen as the lowest order Lorentz
invariant expression that leads to a field equation where the time derivative
occurs no more than to the second order.

The static energy of the model (3.12) is given by

E =
∫

d2x
[

1
4

∂iφ∂iφ +
1
8

(∂1φ ×∂2φ) · (∂1φ ×∂2φ)+
m2

2
(1−φ3)

]
. (3.12)

Applying the Derrick-Hobart scaling argument to (3.12), we see from (3.3)
with d = 2 and n = 2 that under the scaling xi → λxi the energy terms Em

transform as
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E2 → E2, E4 → λ 2E4, E0 → λ−2E0. (3.13)

We see that for a static soliton solution the contribution to the energy func-
tional from the Skyrme term E4 and from the mass term E0 must be equal.
When λ → 0, the term E4 becomes vanishingly small inducing a ’shrinkage’
of the configuration, while the term E0 becomes large and counter-balances
this effect.

The topological classification of the field configurations is the same as in
O(3) sigma model. The topological charge in baby-Skyrme model is given
by (3.9) and the lower bound of the energy by (3.10), since the higher order
derivative terms can only increase the energy. The two-dimensional Skyrme
system admits true topological solitons.

Skyrme Model
The three-dimensional case is the original Skyrme model. This model is de-
fined by the Lagrangian density

L = −1
2

Tr
(
LµLµ)+

1
16

Tr
([

Lµ ,Lν
]
[Lµ ,Lν ]

)
, (3.14)

where the ’left’ current5, also known as Maurer-Cartan form, is given by

Lµ = U∗ (∂µU
)
. (3.15)

The model (3.14) is an academised version of the orginal work, where the
fields were representing Goldstone bosons (pions), and the phenomenological
parameters such as pion decay constant fπ and electric charge e have been
removed by the change of parameters. An additional mass term can be added
to the Lagrangian that will give the pions a mass at tree level, but this case
will not be considered here.

The classical equation of motion that follow from (3.14) is

∂µ

(
Lµ +

1
4

[Lν , [Lν ,Lµ ]]
)

= 0, (3.16)

a non-linear wave equation for U(x) on the form of a current conservation
∂µ R̃µ = 0, where R̃µ = Lµ + 1

4 [Lν , [Lν ,Lµ ]] is the conserved current. For a
static field this current has zero divergence and no singularity. For static field
the Skyrme energy functional is

5This is a matter of choice, the theory could just as well be defined in terms of ’right’ current
Rµ =

(
∂µU

)
U∗.
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E =
∫

d3x
{
−1

2
Tr (LiL j)− 1

16
Tr ([Li,L j] [Li,L j])

}
= E2 +E4. (3.17)

Static solutions of the field equation (3.16) are critical points, i.e. either min-
ima or saddle points, of this energy. The boundary condition at spatial infinity
is the usual, it is required that all fields point in the same direction, which
results in a one-point compactifictaion of space, so that R3 can be identified
with S3 at spatial infinity. Thus, topologically, at a fixed time, U defines a map
from S3 into S3, which is the group manifold of SU(2). As discussed previ-
ously, this mapping belongs to a homotopy class π3

(
S3
)

= Z, which means
that the maps between three-spheres belong to homotopy classes defined by
an integer. Because originally this integer, or conserved topological charge,
was identified by Skyrme as baryon number, it is denoted by B

B = − 1
2π2

∫
d3xεi jkTr (LiL jLk) , (3.18)

where Li = U∗ (∂µU
)

as before. The first term in (3.17) can be interpreted
geometrically as the strain tensor Si j = 1

2 Tr (LiL j), a symmetric, positive def-
inite, 3× 3 matrix, defined at every point x ∈ R3 [Man87]. This originates
from analogy in non-linear elasticity theory, the energy density of (3.17) de-
pends on the local stretching associated with the map U : R3 → S3, and the
strain tensor Si j can be interpreted as quantifying the deformation caused by
the map U . In terms of the eigenvalues λ 2

1 , λ 2
2 , λ 2

3 , of Si j, the static energy E
and the baryon number B can be expressed as

E =
∫

d3x
(
λ 2

1 +λ 2
2 +λ 2

3 +λ 2
1 λ 2

2 +λ 2
2 λ 2

3 +λ 2
3 λ 2

1
)
, (3.19)

B =
1

12π2

∫
d3x λ1λ2λ3, (3.20)

where the signs for λi are chosen such that λ1λ2λ3 is positive if U preserves
orientation locally. Applying the inequality

(λ1 ±λ2λ3)
2 +(λ2 ±λ3λ1)

2 +(λ3 ±λ1λ2)
2 ≥ 0 (3.21)

to the expressions (3.19)-(3.20) gives that the static energy E for the basic
Skyrme system satisfies the energy bound E ≥ 12π2 |B|. It is believed that
there exist stable solitons, also called Skyrmions, for each value of B. This
is supported by the scaling argument, where under the rescaling xi → λxi the
energy scales as
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E2 → λ−1E2, E4 → λE4, (3.22)

from (3.3) with d = 3 for the number of spatial dimensions.
The classical Skyrmilons have been investigated numerically, and they turn

out to resemble polyhedral shells [Est86, BTC90, BS01, BS02]. Skyrmions
can also form crystals, in fact the lowest energy per baryon occurs for an
infinte crystal of baryons [Kle85, JV88, MS95].

3.3 Knots
The topological solutions in the Skyrme model are pointlike. A pointlike two-
dimensional soliton becomes a line vortex when embedded in three spatial
dimensions. The energy scales as the length of the configuration, hence for
finite energy its length must be finite which is only possible if its formed into
a knot, or else it will collapse. The most general relativistic field theory that
supports the existence of stable knotted solutions is defined by the Skyrme-
Faddeev-Niemi [Fad, FN97a] action

S =
∫

d4x
[(

∂µn
)2 +

1
4e2

∣∣n ·∂µn×∂νn
∣∣2] , (3.23)

where n(x) is a real three component vector field of unit length, n · n = 1,
defined everywhere in the three-dimensional space, and g is a dimensionless
coupling constant. This model is a variation of the original Skyrme model.
It emerges from the O(3) sigma model where the fourth order derivative term
has been included, and the solutions get their stability from twisting the planar
soliton along the length of the string, i.e. the solutions will be of the topology
of a knot. The first term in (3.23) is of the original O(3) sigma model, the
higher order derivative term is the usual Skyrme term to assure dynamical sta-
bility for the solutions. The scaling properties are the same as for the Skyrme
model (3.22), hence the soliton solutions are not excluded in this model.

The boundary condition at spatial infinity is as usual that any localised finite
energy solution must satisfy the constraint that the vector n → n0 approaches
a constant value at spatial infinity. This means that at spatial infinity, far away
from the soliton, all vectors must point in the same direction, for instance
choose n0 to point in direction of ẑ, i.e. the north pole, n0 = (0,0,1). This
restriction to consider finite energy configurations leads to a topological char-
acterisation. The boundary condition at spatial infinity implies that space is
compactified from R3 to S3, so that at any fixed time the field n defines a map:
S3 → S2. Since the homotopy class of such mappings π3

(
S2
)

= Z is nontriv-
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ial, there is a topological invariant Q, called Hopf charge, associated with each
field. This integral counts the number of times the two-sphere S2 is covered
by the three sphere S3.

This topological charge is not a simple winding number as in the case of
ordinary solitons, because the domain and the target spaces have different
dimensions. Formally, define the two-form F = (dn∧dn,n) on the target S2,
let F∗ denote the pullback under n to the domain S3, this pullback must be
exact, F∗ = dA, and hence the Hopf charge can be constructed by integrating
the Chern-Simons term over R3

Q =
1

4π2

∫
d3xF ∧A. (3.24)

This Hopf charge can not be expressed as an integral over any density local in
the field n. This leads to an alternative interpretation of Q as a linking number
between field lines. The preimage of a point on the target S2 is a closed loop
in S3. For a configuration with Hopf number N the loops consisting of the
preimages of same number of distinct points on the target S2 will be linked
exactly N times.

The lower bound of the energy E in terms of the Hopf charge Q, is given
by [VK79]

E ≥ c
√

g |Q| 3
4 , (3.25)

where c is a numerical constant6, g is the coupling constant in (3.23), and
Q is the Hopf charge. The fractional power of the Hopf charge makes this
energy bound rather unusual, and this can not be derived as simply as for a
Bogomolny-type of equations, like for instance (3.10). Instead one rewrites
the static energy E = E2 +E4 of (3.23) on the form

E =
(√

E2 −
√

E4
)2 +2

√
E2 E4 ≥ 2

√
E2 E4, (3.26)

where a particular type of inequality is applied to, called Sobolev inequality.

Based on the existence of a conserved topological charge, the lower bound
of energy, and the scaling argument, we may conclude that the existence of fi-
nite energy configurations at each charge is at least not ruled out in this model.
In order to prove the existence of such solutions, one must solve the equations
of motion for n. This however is very hard to do analytically, because even
for the simplest case of Q = 1, the separation of variables only eliminates one

6c = 16π233/8 ≈ 238
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of three spatial coordinates. Hence the only alternative to find a solution is by
numerical methods.

It was shown in [VK79] that any spherically symmetric field automatically
have zero Hopf charge, however as shown in [Fad] a toroidal field can be con-
structed for any Q. Thus, the solutions ought to have the shape of a torus, a
thin rod, or a flux tube. This field can be thought of in terms of embedded
planar two-dimensional baby-Skyrmion with a twist. A slice, i.e. a normal
cross section of such a toroidal field configuration, would correspond to the
two-dimensional baby-Skyrmion. When embedding the baby-Skyrmion in
three dimensions, it builds up the string, which will be formed into a closed
loop. The non-trivial topology of the loop comes from the fact that the baby-
Skyrmion has an internal phase that is rotated through an angle 2πN as it
travels around the circle once. This is pictured very nicely in [BFN02].

The global O(3) symmetry is broken down to an O(2) symmetry due to the
boundary conditions at spatial infinity. Choosing the toroidal symmetry axis
to coincide with the z-axis in R3, and alining the asymptotic vector field n0
to point in the positive z-axis, the most general parametrisation for the vector
field of toroidal symmetry in cylindrical coordinates (r,z,ψ) ≡ (y,ψ) is

n =


sin(lφ (y)+ kψ) · sinθ (y)

cos(lφ (y)+ kψ) · sinθ (y)

cosθ (y)

 (3.27)

where the angle ψ describes the rotations about the z-axis similar to the tan-
gential coordinate giving the direction along the tube. The parameter k is an
integer that counts the number of times the torus circles about the z-axis, i.e. it
represents the map between two-spheres π2

(
S2
)

= Z. The angles φ = φ (r,z)
and θ = θ (r,z) describe the tube itself. φ describes the angle around the cir-
cle of a normal cross section of the tube, and θ is defines from the positive z
axis as usual in spherical polar coordinates. The parameter l that multiplies φ
counts the number of twists along the tube.

The existence of axially symmetric solutions with charges Q = 1 and Q =
2 have been found in numerical simulations [FN97a, GH97, War00]. This
model has also been studied by [HS99], where solutions without the require-
ment of axial symmetry were investigated. A full three-dimensional simula-
tion up to Q = 8 in [BS98, BS99], lattice calculation in [War06]. The aspects
of knotted soliton solutions have been studied in gauge field theories in gen-
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eral [MNS00], and in various applications [FN99b, FN02, BFN02].

The main characteristics of these solutions can be sketched in terms of the
qualitative behaviour of the energy density and the unit vector field lines for
some particular coordinate values. The finite energy solutions ought to have
θ = 0 at the origin r = 0 and far away from the configuration r →∞. This gives
for n → n0 a constant direction pointing to the north pole, i.e. the vacuum
value for r → 0,∞. In case of toroidal symmetry, the core of the configuration
is defined by θ = π . The energy density of (3.23) is symmetric for z → −z,
which puts the core of the soliton on the xy-plane where z = zc = 0 and r = rc.
The energy density can be shown to vanish for θ = 0,π , i.e. at the origin, at
large distance away from the solution, and inside the core of the soliton the
energy density is zero. The unit field however points at exactly the opposite
direction to the vacuum value at the center of the configuration, n =−n0. The
maximum value of the energy density should occur somewhere between the
center of the soliton (rc,zc) and on the surface (r,z) circular symmetric w.r.t
to the core.

An alternative way to formulate the model is based on the observation that a
configuration with Hopf charge Q can be obtained through the standard Hopf
projection H : S3 → S2 to a map U between the three-spheres with winding
number Q [Mei85]. Such a map is the original Skyrme field U(x), a smooth
map from R3 into SU(2) subject to the boundary condition that U →U0 tends
to a constant value at spatial infinity for finite energy. The topological charge
for U is the baryon number B. The Skyrme field can be expressed as a SU(2)
matrix

U =

(
Z1 −Z̄2

Z2 Z̄

)
, (3.28)

where Z = (Z1,Z2) is a complex column two-vector subject to the constraint
|Z1|2 + |Z2|2 = 1. The set of all such vector Z form a three-sphere S3. The
image of the Hopf map H can be written in terms of the vector Z as

n = Z∗σZ, (3.29)

where n is a real unit three-vector that satisfies the given boundary condition at
spatial infinity. The Hopf charge constructed in this way is equal to the baryon
number of the Skyrme field, Q = B. This result is by no means a coincidence.
In fact, the original Skyrme model and the SFN model both belong to the
same one-parameter family of generalised Skyrme systems [War04]. It was
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shown that the minimum energy solutions to this generalised Skyrme system
interpolate between the polyhedral Skyrmions and the knotted stringlike Hopf
solitons.

3.4 Generalised Skyrme System
Define a 3×3 matrix D as

D b
a = gi j (∂iϕc)hac

(
∂ jϕb

)
, (3.30)

where gi j is the metric of a three-sphere with local coordinates xi, and hab
is the metric of another three-sphere with local coordinates ϕa. The energy
density of a map Φ from one three-space into another three-sphere, like for
instance (3.17), can be expressed in terms of the derivatives ∂iϕa of Φ. The
Skyrme energy density E = E2 +E4 is given by

E2 = λ2 tr(D), (3.31)

E4 =
1
4

λ4

[
(trD)2 − tr

(
D2)] , (3.32)

where λ2 and λ4 are constants, and E =
∫

d3x E . In terms of the complex
two-vector Z (3.28), the standard metric G on a three-sphere S3 is

ds2 = dZ∗dZ, (3.33)

where Z∗ is the complex conjugate row vector corresponding to Z. The one
parameter family of matrices, can be taken to be

ds2 = dZ∗dZ +α (Z∗dZ)(Z∗dZ) , (3.34)

where α is a real number. For α < 1 the generalised metric (3.34) is positive
definite. When α = 0 the metric describes the standard three-sphere, when
α = 1 this is the metric of the standard two-sphere. This range 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is
of interest here, as it will interpolate between the original Skyrme model and
the SFN model.

Express the left current Lµ in terms of the SU(2) matrix (3.28)

U∗∂µU = Lµ = iLa
µσa, (3.35)[

Lµ ,Lν
]
= Kµν = iKa

µνσa, (3.36)
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where ∂µ = ∂
∂xµ , and xµ are the space-time coordinates, and σa are the Pauli

matrices (2.9). Then the Lagrangian density can be written down

L = λ2gµν (La
µLa

ν −αL3
µL3

ν
)
+

1
8

λ4gµνgβγ
[
(1−α)Ka

µβ Ka
νγ +αK3

µβ Ka
νγ

]
.(3.37)

The original Skyrme model emerges from (3.37) for α = 0. The SFN model
is obtained for α = 1. In terms of a unit three vector n defined as (3.29), and
α = 1, the Lagrangian (3.37) becomes

L =
1
4

λ2
(
∂µn

)2 +
1

32
λ4
[
n · (∂µn

)× (∂νn)
]2

, (3.38)

which is precisely the Skyrme-Faddeev-Niemi Lagrangian (3.23).

If U is defined on R3 then the boundary condition at spatial infinity is as
usual, the field U →U0 must tend to a constant value as r → ∞ in order to de-
scribe solutions with finite energy. Fields that satisfy this boundary condition
are classified topologically by the topological charge, or winding number,

N =
1

24π2

∫
d3x εi jktr (LiL jLk) . (3.39)

The constants λ2,4 correspond to the energy and length scales. If one takes
the energy of the ’identity’ field to be unity, then they can be computed λ2 =
1/
[
4π2 (3−α)

]
and λ4 = 1/

[
4π2 (3−2α)

]
. The identity field, the field Z(x j)

that defines the map from S3 into itself, has unit energy for all α ∈ [0,1].

Extensive numerical study [War04] shows that the original Skyrme model
and the SFN model can be seen as members of the one-parameter family
of generalised Skyrme systems (3.37). The topological soliton solutions of
these systems are closely related to one another, despite the different ap-
pearance. The minimal energy SU(2) Skyrmions resemble polyhedral shells
[BS01, BS02], while the soliton solutions that appear in SFN model are on
the form of closed loops, either twisted (knotted) or linked. The minimum
energy solutions to the generalised Skyrme system interpolate between the
polyhedral Skyrmions and the string like twisted loops. Similar results have
also been found in [NN02].

The O(3) sigma model is also part of this generalised Skyrme system, cor-
responding to α = 1 in two spatial dimensions and without the fourth order
derivative term.
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The Skyrme models can not be fundamental theories, because they all have
a problem. The problem is not the fourth and the higher order derivatives, the
expansion in derivatives occurs naturally in perturbation theory. The problem
with Skyrme theories is that there is no natural parameter to determine how
the theory is dependent of the higher order derivatives. Thus they are not
renormalisable other than for special cases. However, as effective theories the
Skyrme models are highly interesting, in particular as effective low energy
theories for strong interaction.
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4 Spontaneously Broken Theories

I think we’ve all arrived at a very special place.
Spiritually, ecumenically, grammatically.

Captain Jack Sparrow

The spontaneous breaking down of the symmetry has the interesting con-
sequence that it allows the existence of new phenomena as domain walls and
vortex solutions. This originates from the degeneracy of the ground state of
the theory, the broken generators of the symmetry group of the action trans-
form one ground state into another. Domain walls are obtained when the
discrete symmetry is broken, there is the possibility that the symmetry is bro-
ken in different ways in different domains, separated by domain boundaries in
which the vacuum fields make a transition from one minimum of the potential
to another. The vortex solutions are obtained if the symmetry that is broken
is continuous, and one obtains either infinitely long strings or closed loops.
The energy of a line vortex scales with the length of the vortex, hence any
closed loops of nontrivial topology are doomed to collapse rapidly, i.e. these
line vortices must necessarily be infinitely long.

The model studied in this thesis, called Extended Abelian Higgs (eAH)
model is the scalar sector of the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam (GWS) Theory in
the limit where the Weinberg angle is π/2. The GWS Theory, one of the
theories with spontaneously broken symmetry, is in good agreement with ex-
periments and thereby a legitimate candidate for describing the real world.
The fact there is a direct physical implication contributes to the motivation in
studying models connected to the GSW Theory, but the models are also inter-
esting in their own right, as a mathematical exercise. The other part of these
models is related to the condensed matter physics, where models similar to
the Abelian Higgs model serve well as effective models for superconductors
for instance, or electro-magnetic plasmas, as shown in Chapter 5. This con-
nections makes these models even more interesting as it offers a real possibly
to test solutions predicted by the models experimentally.

Here we give a short review on the GSW model, with special focus on the
scalar sector of the theory. We give a short overview of topological defects
found in the models emerging from the GSW Theory, such as the Abelian
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Higgs model and the Extended Abelian Higgs model. For detailed insight to
these models as well as to other theories with spontaneous symmetry breaking,
there are numerous excellent text books as for instance [Weib, PS], as well as
inspiring review articles such as [AV00, Pre92] to mention a few. The purpose
of this chapter is to put the model in Paper I and Paper III into a wider picture.

4.1 The GWS Model
The GWS Theory is a spontaneously broken gauge theory, in remarkably good
agreement with experiments, that unifies the weak and the electromagnetic
interactions. This model describes the interactions between leptons, quarks,
W- and Z-bosons, photons, and a neutral scalar Higgs particle H, described by
the standard Lagrangian

L = Lb +L f , (4.1)

where the first term describes the bosonic sector including a neutral scalar φ 0,
a charged scalar φ+, a massless photon Aµ , and three massive vector bosons,
the charged W±

µ and the neutral Zµ . The second term describes the dynamics
of the fermionic sector, that consists of the three families of quarks and leptons
such that L f = Lq +Ll +L f m, where besides the sum over the families of
quarks and leptons there is also a family mixing term.

The Bosonic Sector

The bosonic sector has a SU(2)×U(1) gauge symmetry. To break the SU(2)
symmetry spontaneously one needs to introduce a scalar field Φ in one to one
correspondence of the fundamental representation of SU(2). The Lagrangian
of the bosonic sector is

Lb = LW +LY +LΦ −V (Φ) , (4.2)

where

LW = −1
4

W a
µνWµνa, (4.3)

LY = −1
4

YµνYµν , (4.4)

and W a
µν = ∂µAa

ν − ∂νAa
µ + gεabcAb

µAc
ν are the field strengths for the SU(2)

gauge fields and the corresponding field strengths for the U(1) gauge fields
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are Yµν = ∂µBν −∂νBµ . The index a = 1,2,3 is an internal space index. The
Lagrangian for the bosonic scalar fields is given by

LΦ =
∣∣DµΦ

∣∣2 , (4.5)

where Dµ = ∂µ − ig
2 σaAa

µ − ie
2 Bµ is the SU (2) covariant derivative and σa are

the Pauli matrices (2.9). The W bosons with charges ±e and masses mW are
defined as

W±
µ =

(
A1

µ ∓ iA2
µ
)
/
√

2, (4.6)

and the two electrically neutral fields of mass mZ and zero respectively are
given by orthonormal linear combinations of A3

µ and Bµ

Zµ ≡ cosθW A3
µ − sinθW Bµ , (4.7)

Aµ ≡ sinθW A3
µ + cosθW Bµ . (4.8)

The weak mixing angle θW is given by tanθW ≡ g′/g and the elecrtic charge
is e ≡ (

g2 +g′2
)1/2 sinθW cosθW . The masses of the vector bosons are not

independent, mW = mZ cosθW . The weinberg angle θW is useful defining sub-
models to the GSW theory. The limit θW → π/2 will be considered next in
this Chapter, and the limit θW → 0 defines the model described in Chapter 5.

Although the existence of fermions is most often being ignored when con-
sidering the existence of topological and quasi-topological defect of the GWS
Theory, there is a connection to fermionic states as having the stabilising ef-
fect to the electroweak strings [Vac92] but that will be outside the scoop of
this book.

It is generally believed that there are no topological defects in the GWS
Theory, because the homotopy group of SU(2)×U(1)/U(1) can be shown
to be trivial. However that does not mean that the theory is free from non-
topological or quasi-topological defects [VA91]. In fact, the idea of a non-
topological string in the electroweak theory was proposed already a long time
ago by Nambu [Nam77]. Later the twisted semilocal electroweak strings were
introduced in [VF94], and the existence of knotted solutions was suggested re-
cently by [Cho01, FMPS05] who also performed numerical study of the knot
soliton. The most exciting part in studying the possible existence of knots in
GSW theory is the possibility to detect them in high energy experiments pro-
viding the key evidence for the fact that these knots are for real. In [Cho01]
the mass of the lightest electroweak knot was estimated to be around 21TeV
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and radius of about 3.5× 10−18m. This may be something for the next-next
generation of colliders, or for the future not yet thought of extra terrestial par-
ticle physics experiments.

The full GSW theory, even without including the fermionic sector, is a
rather complex theory to study. Instead one often finds it useful to study a
very similar yet much simpler model to find the solutions with desired prop-
erties, that then can be used as a starting point in finding the corresponding
solutions in the full theory. Here we concentrate on two such models, and
present some important results. To emphasise once again, these models are
more useful than just for the Electroweak theory. As will be outlined in Chap-
ter 7, these models are significant also when studying for instance infrared
low energy phenomena in QCD.

4.2 Abelian Higgs Model

Consider the GSW Theory excluding the fermions, in the limit where θW = π/2,
and Aa

µ = 0. Also, consider only one complex scalar field. This model, called
Abelian Higgs model or Ginzberg-Landau model, has spontaneously broken
U(1) gauge symmetry, and its Lagrangian density is given by

L = −1
4

F2
µν +DµΦ∗DµΦ−V (Φ) , (4.9)

where Dµ = ∂µ − ieAµ is the U (1) covariant derivative, Φ = φ1 + iφ2 denotes
the one component complex Higgs scalar, and Fµν = ∂µAν −∂νAµ is the elec-
tromagnetic tensor. The potential term is chosen to have a minimum at a
non-zero value of |Φ|, and hence has to be on the form

V (Φ) = β
(

Φ∗Φ− η2

2

)2

(4.10)

where η is real and positive. This is the Mexican Hat type of potential. The
model (4.9) is invariant under U(1) gauge transformations

Φ(x) = eiα(x)Φ(x) , (4.11)

Aµ (x) = Aµ (x)+
1
e

∂µα (x) . (4.12)

The classical equations of motion for the Lagrangian (4.9) are
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DµDµΦ+2β
(
|Φ|2 − η2

2

)
Φ = 0, (4.13)

∂µFµν + ieΦ∗∂νΦ−2e2Aν |Φ|2 = 0, (4.14)

and the energy of a time-independent static configuration is given by

E =
∫

d3x

[
|DiΦ|2 +β

(
Φ∗Φ− η2

2

)2

+
1
2

B2

]
, (4.15)

where the magnetic fields are given by Fi j = εi jkBk with i, j,k = 1,2,3. To
find localised non-dissipative finite energy solutions to the equations of mo-
tion (4.13) is rather complicated. Instead, following the recipe in [Raj], the
classical vacuum (zero-energy) solutions are to be determined. The total en-
ergy (4.15) is a sum of only non-negative terms. For E to be finite, each
of these terms must be finite. In particular, for V (Φ) to be finite, the fields
|Φ| must approach η/

√
2, and hence forcing V (Φ) to go to zero at spatial

infinity. Here we see that if E vanishes then the classical ground state is a
constant field configuration |Φ| = η/

√
2, and the U(1) symmetry is sponta-

neously broken and the vacuum is degenerate. This is a true fact, almost.
The apparent vacuum degeneracy is actually an artifact, because the different
vacua are connected by gauge transformations. Thus, modulo gauge transfor-
mations, the static ground states are given by Ai = 0 and Φ = ηeiα/

√
2, where

α is a constant phase angle. To summarise, the vacuum manifold is the circle

V =
{

Φ ∈�
∣∣∣∣Φ∗Φ− η2

2
= 0

}
∼= S1 , (4.16)

and hence the necessary boundary conditions that any configuration with finite
energy must satisfy as r → ∞ are

|Φ(x)| → η√
2
, DiΦ → 0, B → 0. (4.17)

The first condition means that the asymptotic scalar field configuration must
lie entirely in the vacuum manifold at spatial infinity. The second condition
means that scalar fields at neighbouring points must be related by an infini-
tesimal gauge transformation. The third condition states that the gauge field
strengths must vanish asymptotically. The finiteness of the energy requires
|Φ| = η/

√
2 to lie on the circle, however the phase of Φ is not fixed by these

boundary conditions at infinity. Thus Φ is a map from the surface at a spa-
tial infinity into the circle S1. The mapping is defined by the phase of Φ, and
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there is one such mapping associated with every finite-energy field configura-
tion. The mapping has an integer winding number N. In terms of homotopy
classed this mapping belongs to π1

(
S1
)

= Z.

4.3 Nielsen-Olesen Vortices
Nielsen and Olesen introduced a classical Higgs mechanism into the classical
gauge field theory. In the original SU(2) example Nielsen and Olesen used
two Higgs triplets to make the gauge field to decrease exponentially away
from an axis. The gauge field becomes contained within a tube or vortex of
magnetic flux [NO73]. Their calculation became the starting point of this
entire subject, soon after their ground breaking discovery a vast number of
classical solutions were found in YM-theories. One of the first and more im-
portant ones being the ’tHooft-Polyakov magnetic monopole [tH74]. Whereas
the topological solutions of the effective sigma models arise from the broken
global symmetry, the Nielsen-Olesen vortex solutions originate from broken
U(1) gauge symmetry.

For later convenience rescale the coordinates, the Higgs- and the gauge
fields according to

Φ(x) =
η√

2
Φ̂, Aµ =

η√
2

Â, x =
√

2
eη

x̂ (4.18)

which changes the Lagrangian density (4.9) to

L = −1
4

F2
µν +DµΦ∗DµΦ−λ (Φ∗Φ−1)2 , (4.19)

where now Dµ = ∂µ − iAµ , and the vacuum manifold is a circle with unit ra-
dius.

The Nielsen-Olesen line vortex is best described in cylindrical coordinates
(t,ρ,ϕ,z). The vortex solution is a static cylindrically symmetric infinite
straight line, usually chosen along the z-axis, that solve the classical equa-
tions of motion (4.13). The NO Ansatz for such a line vortex with winding
number N is

Φ =
η√

2
|Φ(ρ)|eiNϕ ,

A =
N
eρ

|A(ρ)| ϕ̂. (4.20)
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Substituting the Ansatz (4.20) into the equations of motion (4.13) gives the
following system of differential equations in terms of the functions |Φ(ρ)|
and |A(ρ)|

ρ2∂ 2
ρ |Φ|+ρ∂ρ |Φ|− N2 |Φ|

ρ2 [1−|A|]2 +λη2
[
1−|Φ|2

]
|Φ| = 0, (4.21)

∂ 2
ρ |A|−

1
ρ

∂ρ |A|+ e2η2 |Φ|2 [1−|A|] = 0, (4.22)

where ∂ 2
ρ = ∂ 2

∂ρ2 . The boundary condition at spatial infinity is as usual, for
the functions to describe configurations with finite energy per unit length,
the fields |Φ(ρ)| → 1 and |A(ρ)| → 1 must tend to a constant value unity
as ρ → ∞. At origin the fields must be nonsingular, which leads to the bound-
ary condition implying that at origin the fields must vanish, |Φ(0)| = 0 and
|A(0)| = 0.

From this we can see that for small values of ρ the vortex solutions behave
as |Φ(ρ)| ∼ ρn and |A(ρ)| ∼ ρ2. And as ρ increases the solutions approach
their asymptotic values exponentially. This is precisely the sort of behaviour
to expect from a tube of magnetic flux. The magnetic field |B(ρ)| decreases
exponentially far away from the core of the vortex solution.

Inside the line vortex the magnetic field is quantised. The topologically
conserved quantum number is the total magnetic flux

∫
Bd2x, which can only

take discrete values, it equals 2πN. This can be shown by using Stokes’ theo-
rem [Sto] together with the boundary conditions for the fields at spatial in-
finity. Since Φ = 1 for ρ → ∞, it can be expressed as Φ = eiχ(θ) where
ϕ (θ) is some function and θ is the usual polar angle around the circle. In
order for Φ to be single valued, the function χ (ϕ) must satisfy the constraint
χ (2π)− χ (0) = 2πN, where N is an integer, describing the winding number
of the vortex as before. Also from (4.17) we have D jΦ = ∂ jΦ− iA jΦ at spatial
infinity, this gives A j = −iΦ−1∂ jΦ = ∂ jχ asymptotically. The result follows

∫
R

d2x B =
∫

ρ→∞
A jdx j =

∫ 2π

0
dθ

dχ
dθ

= 2πN. (4.23)

For λ = 1 the total energy (4.15) is bounded from below E ≥ πN.
The solutions to this system of equations (4.21) are the NO vortice solu-

tions, denoted as |Φ(ρ)|NO and |A(ρ)|NO. The NO solutions can not be writ-
ten down in terms of analytic functions, except for N = 0 and in the limit
N → ∞, but they are known numerically. These vortices can have no ends,
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they must be either infinitely long or form closed loops. However, the solu-
tions, i.e. strings along z-axis, are z independent (4.20). When calculating the
energy (4.15) it shows that the energy is scales as the length of the line vortex.
Thus any closed loop configuration would rapidly collapse. The NO vortices
and all NO-like vortices must be infinitely long. It can be shown that NO type
of vortices may end in magnetic monopoles. The beautiful but unobserved
example is the t’Hooft-Polyakov magnetic monopole. In case of a monopole
the topologically conserved quantity is the quantised magnetic charge.

4.4 Extended Abelian Higgs Model
The next Model to consider is a direct generalisation of the Abelian Higgs
Model where the one complex scalar field has been replaced by an N-component
multiplet, called the extended Abelian Higgs model (eAH). Here we take
N = 2, hence the scalar fields are two-component complex fields in one to
one relation to an SU(2) group element. The Lagrangian is very similar to
(4.9)

L = −1
4

F2
µν +DµZ∗DµZ −λ (Z∗Z −1)2 (4.24)

where Dµ = ∂µ − iAµ is the U(1) covariant derivative, and Z denotes the two
component complex Higgs scalar,

Z =
1√
2

(
ϕ1

ϕ2

)
=

1√
2
|Φ|

(
φ1 + iφ2

φ3 + iφ4

)
. (4.25)

This model is invariant under G = SU(2)global ×U(1)local symmetry with the
transformations

Z (x) = Z (x)eiα(x), (4.26)

Aµ (x) = Aµ (x)+∂µα (x) , (4.27)

under U(1)local and

Z (x) = Z (x)eiγaτa
, (4.28)

Aµ (x) = Aµ (x) , (4.29)

under SU(2)global where τa = σa/2 are the Pauli matrices. When the complex
field Z obtains the vacuum expectation value, the symmetry G = SU(2)global ×
U(1)local breaks down to the subgroup H = U(1)global .
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The classical equations of motion are exactly the same as in Abelian Higgs
model (4.13) but replacing the scalar field by the SU(2) doublet, and com-
plex conjugation by Hermitian conjugation. Since Z is a complex doublet the
vacuum manifold V is a three sphere S3

V =
{

Z ∈� |Z∗Z −1 = 0} ∼= S3 . (4.30)

and this is simply connected, i.e. the first homotopy group of the vacuum
manifold is trivial for all N > 1, π1 (G/H) = π1

(
S3
)

= I. Thereby there are
no topological string solutions in this model. However, the close connection
to the Abelian Higgs model (4.19) gives that the Nielsen-Olesen line vortex
can be embedded in this extended AH model as

Z = |Φ(ρ)|NO eiNϕZ0, A =
N
ρ
|A(ρ)|NO ϕ̂, (4.31)

where the NO solutions are given in (4.20), and Z0 ∈ V . Moreover, the con-
figuration with embedded NO vortices (4.31) remains a solution in the eAH
model (4.24). This leads us to a particular kind of vortex solutions called
semilocal strings, or electroweak strings.

Semilocal String Solutions
The energy per unit length for a static cylindrically symmetric line vortex
along the z axis is given by

E =
∫

d3x
{

1
4

F2
i j + |DiZ|2 +λ (Z∗Z −1)2

}
. (4.32)

For a finite energy configuration the following boundary conditions must be
satisfied

Z → eiNϕZ0, A → N
ρ

ϕ̂, (4.33)

i.e. a finite energy string solutions must tend to a maximal circle on S3 at spa-
tial infinity. The choice of Z0 is arbitrary for an isolated string, the relative
value of Z0 between two or more strings however is fixed. The integer N is
the winding number of the string and it is topologically conserved. Yet N is
not a topological invariant in the usual sense because of (4.30), i.e. any maxi-
mal circle on S3 can be continuously contracted to a point. The key argument
here is the interplay between global and local symmetries. Every point in the
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gauge orbit of Z0, i.e. the U(1)local symmetry, can also be reached from Z0
with a global SU(2)global transformation. Which leads to the observation that
the finite energy configurations are not living in the simply connected vacuum
manifold V , but rather on the gauge orbit from any reference point Z0 ∈ V .
This space is not simply connected, as π1 (U(1)/1) = Z, and solutions with
different winding numbers N are separated by infinite energy barriers. This is
a subtlety that is not visible when only considering the structure of the vacuum
manifold V . It can be shown that for small parameter λ values the system de-
scribes a situation with only gauge symmetries, whereas for large λ the global
symmetries dominate [VA91].

The semilocal solutions can be pictured in a more hand waving way as fol-
lows. Consider the three-sphere S3 as being composed of an infinite set of
circles S1 generated by the U(1)local transformations. For every point on the
three-sphere there exists a corresponding circle. Since the points on the circle
are connected by the local gauge transformations there is no energy cost, nei-
ther potential nor kinetic, in moving along the circle. To get off the circle one
would need a global SU(2) transformation and that costs gradient energy. The
string solutions would then be corresponding the solutions winding around
each of those circle. The energy is minimised by any of those string solutions
around any of the circles. The string solutions that correspond to transitions
between the circles are not the minimum energy solutions and they will either
unwind or join the minimum energy string around a single circle.

The only free parameter of the rescaled model (4.24) is λ = 2β/e2, the
square of the ratio of the scalar mass ms = η

√
2β to the vector mass mv = eη .

It has been shown analytically that for λ = 1 the solutions are classically sta-
ble [VA91]. For λ > 1 the semilocal string is unstable [Hin92]. Semilocal
strings with λ < 1 are stable to small perturbations [Hin92], [Hin93]. This re-
sult is in agreement to what was expected from the symmetry considerations.

The semilocal solutions are NO type of strings, i.e. they are infinitely long.
This makes them physically uninteresting, although their energy is finite per
unit length, the energy for the whole string is infinite because energy scales
with the length. However there are suggestions in how to make these solutions
physically more realistic, i.e. how to make it possible for these solutions to
form closed loops without collapsing. Here we present two suggestions.

Ribbons around Mexican Hat
One way to prevent the electroweak strings in closed loop formation from im-
mediate collapse is for the Higgs potential to provide a finite energy barrier to
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the system. This energy barrier would correspond to a domain wall separating
the two Higgs vacua. The size of it corresponds to the value of parameter λ
in (4.24). For infinite value of λ the energy barrier would be infinite and the
configuration would be stable. For finite value of λ this energy barrier would
be finite, and the configuration could decay through quantum tunneling. For
λ being smaller than a lower bound λc there are no stable solutions. The
string-like solitons can be pictured as ribbons around Mexican Hat.

Knots
Another way to prevent a solution shaped as closed loop from collapsing
would be if the solution had a topology of a knot. The existence of static, finite
length and energy, knotted vortices that appear as stable solutions in the model
4.24, was first studied in [NPV00]. This vortex appear as a domain wall sepa-
rating two topologically distinct Higgs vacua V =

{
Z ∈� |Z∗Z −1 = 0} ∼= S3

A stable closed vortex occurs when these two vacua are linked together in a
non-trivial way characterised by the Hopf invariant

H =
1

12π2

∫
εabcdφadφb ∧dφc ∧φd . (4.34)

The model (4.24) belongs to the same universality class as 3.23. To show
that we define a unit vector n = Z∗σZ, also we eliminate the gauge fields Aµ
through the equations of motion (i.e. varying (4.24) with respect to Aµ )

Aµ = −1
2

1
Z∗Z

(
∂µZ∗Z −Z∗∂µZ

)
+

1
4

∂νFµν (4.35)

and in the limit λ → ∞ the potential term vanishes Z∗Z = 1 and (4.24) is
reduced to

L =
(
∂µn

)2 +
1

4e2

∣∣n ·∂µn×∂νn
∣∣2 (4.36)

modulo higher order derivatives. For large value of λ the higher order deriv-
atives can be ignored. The model (4.36) has proven to support the knotted
vortices as stable soliton solutions suggesting that the model (4.24) should
have, at least for large values of λ either stable knotted configurations with
non-trivial Hopf number or meta-stable knotted configurations with lifetime
approaching infinity as λ → ∞.

To see whether there exist stable finite energy knotted solutions for finite
and even small valued λ one needs to solve the highly non-linear equations
of motion including the higher order derivatives in (4.36). This means that an
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analytical calculation is out of reach, and one has to use numerical methods.

The finite energy knotted vortex can be constructed by cutting a piece of
the infinitely long line vortex described in Section 4.4, then deforming this
piece of the line vortex into a shape of finite radius torus, finally and most
importantly, twisting the line vortex once around its core before joining its
ends. Here it also becomes apparent why there cannot be any finite energy
knotted solutions in the standard Abelian Higgs model 4.9. The standard AH
model is equivalent to the eAH model in the limit where one of the complex
scalar fields ϕa is eliminated. There simply would not be enough degrees of
freedom to form a twist around the core of the line vortex without the extra
complex scalar field.

The twisted toroidal vortex is formed in such a way that one of the two
topologically distinct large distance Higgs vacua of the line vortex in the stan-
dard Abelian Higgs model will be outside and the other inside of the toroidal
surface. Those two different vacua are defined by setting either ϕ2 = 1, or
ϕ1 = 1. We denote the Higgs vacua characterised by these conditions S1

out and
S1

in, respectively. The S1
out is chosen to be outside the toroidal surface, and S1

in
inside the toroidal surface. The closed vortex solutions appears as the domain
wall that separates those two vacua.

The two Higgs vacua are linked in a nontrivial manner and the linking num-
ber is given by the Hopf invariant (4.34). The configuration is topologically
stable as long as the Hopf invariant it well-defined and non-zero. Thus the con-
figuration can unwind only if somewhere in R3 the field would vanish |Φ|= 0.
The possible vanishing of |Φ| is prevented by the energy barrier provided by
the Higgs potential.

The classical equations of motion of the model (4.24) were studied numer-
ically. The method used for finding static solutions was by extending the
classical equations of motion into the gradient flow equations. A definite con-
vergence towards torus shaped classically stable configurations was found.
For infinite value of λ these solutions were classically stable, as expected.
For finite values of λ these solutions appeared meta-stable, in the sense that
the gradient flow for smaller values of λ became very slow indicating that the
solutions were if not stable then at least stable with finite life-time. Although
the lower limit of λc could not be determined, there were strong indication
that solutions would be meta-stable for λ of order unity.

The SU(2) invariant Metric.
As previously shown the topological solutions in the Abelian Higgs system
(4.9) belong to the homotopy group πd−1

(
S1
)
, where d denotes the number of
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spatial dimensions. Thus for d = 2 there may exists stable static solutions. In
d = 3 however a modification is needed. In the previous chapter the modifi-
cation concerned the internal topology of the configurations, here we present
the idea based on the geometry of the scalar fields.

The main idea here is that in order to stabilise the soliton solutions of the
model, a texture stabilising term ought to be added to the system, similar to
adding Skyrme like term as described in previous Chapter. Here the stabilis-
ing term originates from the choice of metric in the scalar field space. More
precisely, the gradient term

∣∣DµΦ
∣∣2 involves a choice of metric on the target

space where the scalar fields Φ take their values, and that this metric can be
changed. The metric for the complex scalar fields (4.25) in (4.24) is the stan-
dard Euclidean metric where

∣∣DµΦ
∣∣2 =

(
D̄µΦ∗)(DµΦ

)
. The modification

suggested in [War02] involves replacing the Euclidean metric in (4.24) with
the most general SU(2) invariant metric. On the target space S2 this corre-
sponds to habDΦaDΦ̄b, where

hab (Φ,Φ∗) = g(Φ∗Φ)δab + g̃(Φ∗Φ)Φ̄aΦb, (4.37)

and g, g̃ are two arbitrary functions. In the limit of λ → ∞ the fields are
constrained to be Φ∗Φ ≡ 1. With this particular limit in mind the g and g̃ can
be chosen to be constants. Furthermore, g is scaled to unity and g̃ = κ in the
modified metric (4.37). The effect of using this metric instead of the standard
Euclidean corresponds to replacing the Lagrangian (4.24) by

L = −1
4

F2
µν +DµZ∗DµZ +

1
2

κ2 ∣∣Z∗DµZ
∣∣2 −λ (Z∗Z −1)2 . (4.38)

The static energy of this system is given by

E =
1
2

∫
d3x

[
|DiZ|2 +κ2 ∣∣Z∗D jZ

∣∣2 +
1
2

B2
]

+λ
(

Z∗Z − η2

2

)2

, (4.39)

defining a system that depends on the two parameters λ and κ .
In the limit λ ,κ → ∞ it is obvious that the system becomes the SFN system

(3.23). In that limit there are stable ring-like solitons. As before, the question
is whether there exists stable solutions for finite values of λ and κ .

The boundary conditions are the same as usual, i.e. the field Z → Z0 must
tend to a constant value at spatial infinity r → ∞ in order to describe finite
energy solutions. Such boundary condition leads to the homotopy classifi-
cation where Z defines a map from R3 into S3 and hence can be classified
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by its Hopf number N ∈ π3
(
S2
)

= Z. The solitons are expected to have ax-
ial symmetry, which implies that at least for small values of N the problem
can be reduced to a two-dimensional one by using cylindrical coordinates and
imposing SO(2)×SO(2) invariant Ansatz similar to [NPV00].

The results are highly interesting. By setting λ = κ2 + 1 stable soliton so-
lutions were found for κ ≥ 7.1. The solutions for κ ≤ 7 were not stable, the
solutions collapsed. For the case with κ = 0, i.e. the original eAH model, no
stable solitons were found. This however may reflect the technical difficul-
ties rather than genuine lack of stable solutions. The configurations, found in
[War02] that were stable for parameter values κ = 7.1 and λ = 51.4 collapsed
when the parameters were reduced to κ = 7 and λ = 50.

The Paper III investigates the relation between the models (4.24) and (4.38).
Evidence has been found that these models are closely related.
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5 Electromagnetic Plasma

Donuts. Is there anything they can’t do?
Homer Simpson

One concrete application of knotted solutions in a physically realistic model
is a system of two-component electromagnetic plasma. In Paper I we studied
the model proposed in [FN00] numerically, and found solutions that resemble
short fat strings with non-trivial structure. The purpose here is to clarify two
main aspects. First, how come that there can exist topologically non-trivial
finite energy configuration in the electromagnetic plasma, even though such
solutions are strictly ruled out by the virial theorem in the common theory for
plasmas. Secondly, to show how the effective model studied in Paper I is re-
lated to the SFN model and hence motivates the numerical search for evidence
of knotted soliton solutions.

More than ninety-nine percent of the matter in the universe is in the form of
a plasma. Plasma is a highly ionized electrically conducting gas, consisting of
large amount of free electrically charged particles such as ions and electrons,
mixed with neutral atoms. A ion is an atom left one electron short and hence
carrying a net positive charge. Macroscopically plasma is neutral, the number
of electrons and ions is equal. Yet it conducts electricity. The charged particles
are affected by electric and magnetic fields applied to the plasma, and the
motions of the particles in the plasma generate fields and electric currents
from within.

The dynamics of plasma, and other electrically conducting fluids, is studied
within the field called Magnetohydrodynamics1 (MHD) [Alf51]. The basic
equations which describe MHD are a combination of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions of fluid dynamics [Nav22, Sto45] and Maxwell’s equations of electro-
magnetism [Max] which have to be solved simultaneously. MHD is an effec-
tive mean field theory and as such it does not provide the detailed microscopic
information regarding the charged particles within the plasma. In order to in-
clude the physics on microscopic scale, one ought to complement the MHD
with an appropriate classical field theory model for charged particles, such as

1The word magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is derived from magneto- meaning magnetic field,
and hydro- meaning fluid, and -dynamics meaning movement. The field of MHD was initiated
by Hannes Alfvén [Alf39].
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suggested in [FN00]

L = iΨ∗
e (∂t + ieAt)Ψe + iΨ∗

i (∂t − ieAt)Ψi −
− 1

2m
|(∂k + ieAk)Ψe|2 − 1

2M
|(∂k − ieAk)Ψi|2 − 1

4
F2

µν , (5.1)

where Ψe and Ψi are two complex non-relativistic fields describing electrons
and ions with masses m and M, and with electric charges e and −e, respec-
tively. The gauge field strength is defined as usual Fµν = ∂µAν −∂νAµ .

In magnetohydrodynamics there is a virial theorem [V.D66] by Shafranov
that states that no localised self-confined static plasma configurations in an
otherwise empty space can be stable. The last statement can be proven incor-
rect by using classical field theoretical methods. For plasma in isolation the
results obtained in microscopic field theory model are in agreement with the
laws of magnetohydrodynamics, in the bulk of the plasma however the model
(5.1) allows the existence of stable knotted configurations. The latter case is
not considered in the virial theorem.

5.1 Virial Theorem

Here the main arguments of the virial theorem are outlined following [FFNR02]
with the purpose to present support the model studied in [FN00], and motivate
the numerical study performed for the Paper I. Let us begin by setting up the
preliminaries. Consider a three dimensional Hamiltonian field theory model
with the classical action

S =
∫

dtdx3L (ψ) . (5.2)

The energy-momentum tensor T µ
ν is obtained directly from Noethers theorem

together with the classical equations of motion

T µ
ν =

δL

δ∂µψa
∂νψa −δ µ

νL . (5.3)

Consider an infinitesimal scale transformation of the spatial coordinates xi → λxi

with λ = 1+ ε . The fields transform according to

δSψa = [ψa,δS] = xi∂iψa +Daψa, (5.4)
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where Da denotes the scale dimension of the fields, where ψ(x) → λ Dψ(λx).
For a canonical scale transformation the generator δC

S can be calculated from
the Noethers theorem

δC
S =

∫
dx3 xiT 0

i. (5.5)

Consider the model defined by (5.1), the corresponding energy-momentum
tensor can be calculated from (5.3). The energy density is obtained

T 0
0 =

1
2µ

{
sin2 α |Dkψe|2 + cos2 α |D∗

kψi|2
}

+
E2

2
+

B2

2
, (5.6)

where µ is the reduced mass µ = m · sin2 α = M ·cos2 α , Dk = ∂k + ieAk is the
U(1) covariant derivative, and Bi = 1

2 εi jkFjk and Ei = F0i are the magnetic and
electric fields respectively. The energy of the system is given by

E =
∫

d3x T 00. (5.7)

The spatial components of the energy momentum tensor (5.3) are given by

T i
k = EiEk +BiBk − 1

2µ
{

sin2 α
[
(Diψe)

∗ (Dkψe)+(Dkψe)
∗ (Diψe)

]
+cos2 α

[
(D∗

i ψe)
∗ (D∗

kψe)+(D∗
kψe)

∗ (D∗
i ψe)

]}−δ i
kL . (5.8)

For the generator of the canonical scale transformation (5.5) is similarly ob-
tained

δC
S =

∫
d3x xk

{
EiFki +

i
2

[ψ∗
e Dkψe −D∗

kψ∗
e ψe +ψ∗

i D∗
kψi −Dkψ∗

i ψi]
}

. (5.9)

The infinitesimal scale transformation of spatial coordinates for the canonical
variables (5.4) can be summarised

δC
S Ek = xi∂iEk +2Ek + xk [∂iEi + e(ψ∗

i ψi −ψ∗
e ψe)] , (5.10)

δC
S Ak = xi∂iAk +Ak −∂k

(
xiAi

)
, (5.11)

δC
S ψe,i = xi∂iψe,i +

3
2

ψe,i ± iexiAiψe,ixi∂iψ∗
e,i +

3
2

ψ∗
e,i. (5.12)
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Under the canonical scale transformation above each canonical variable
(
ψe,i,ψ∗

e,i
)

transform such that the scale dimension is D = 3
2 . This is consistent with the

condition that the canonical scale generator δC
S commutes with the number

operator Ne,i for the charged particles

{
δC

S ,Ne,i
}

= δC
S

∫
d3xψ∗

e,iψe,i = 0, (5.13)

and the number operator for a definite number of charged particles is given by

Ne +Ni =
∫

d3x(ψ∗
e ψe +ψ∗

i ψi) . (5.14)

Now the stage is set, and next we consider the Shafranov’s virial theorem
for the electromagnetic plasma in two different physical environments corre-
sponding to two different sets of boundary conditions.

The Shafranov’s virial theorem states that any static minimum energy con-
figuration must be a stationary point of the energy (5.6,5.7) under any local
variation of the fields

0 =
δE (λ )

δλ

∣∣∣∣
λ=1

= −
∫

d3x T i
i, (5.15)

where λ = 1 extremises the energy (5.7), and it can be shown that the spa-
tial contribution of the magnetohydrodynamical energy momentum tensor is
T i

i = 3p+ 1
2 B2. Both the pressure p as well as the magnetic field Bi are pos-

itive definite quantities, and thereby also the integrand in (5.15) is positive
definite ruling out the existence of non-trivial localised configurations.

When deriving the Shafranov’s virial theorem in the classical field theory
model described above, it becomes clear that the scaling argument is depen-
dent of the boundary conditions. The scale transformation (5.4, 5.10-5.12) is
a non-local variation, and thereby does not necessarily leave the energy sta-
tionary. However, this can be fixed if the variation also preserves the relevant
boundary conditions.

Isolated Plasma
Consider an isolated, localised plasma configuration in an otherwise empty
space. The relevant boundary condition is that the number of charged parti-
cles (5.14) remains constant. This condition is consistent with the canonical
transformations (5.12) and (5.13). The static stationary point of the energy is
then computed straight forwardly
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0 = δC
S

∫
d3x T 0

0 = −
∫

d3x T i
i (5.16)

= −
∫

d3x
[
− 1

µ

(
sin2 α |Dkψe|2 + cos2 α |D∗

kψi|2
)
− E2

2
− B2

2

]
.

The integrand in (5.16) is a sum of positive definite terms, thus there can
not be any non-trivial stationary points. This result is in agreement with the
Shafraov’s virial theorem in ideal MHD (5.15).

Plasma in Non-trivial Background

Consider a localised plasma configuration within the bulk of a finite density
plasma background. The relevant boundary condition for the charged fields
in this case is that at spatial infinity their densities |ψe,i|2 take the value of the
constant density ρ0 of the uniform background plasma. The canonical scale
transformations are consistent with the above boundary condition only if ρ0 =
0, otherwise the asymptotical particle density is not preserved. Thus, instead
of the canonical scale transformation (5.12) a non-canonical version of (5.4)
where the charged fields scale as ψa(x) → ψa(λx), i.e. the scale dimension
Da = 0, is to be preferred. As a direct consequence of this non-canonical
variation of fields the energy density (5.6) is evaluated, and it is obtained

δS

∫
d3x T 0

0 =
∫

d3x
[
− 1

2µ

(
sin2 α |Dkψe|2 + cos2 α |D∗

kψi|2
)

+
E2

2
+

B2

2

]
.(5.17)

The integrand in (5.17) unlike the previous case, acquires both positive as well
as negative contributions. This implies that the existence of localised stable
finite energy solutions can not be excluded by the virial theorem. This does
not prove that soliton solutions must be present in the model, only that their
existence is not ruled out. To show that there exist soliton solutions in the
model (5.1) explicit calculation is required.

Next we show that the model (5.1) belongs to the same universality class as
the Skyrme-Faddeev-Niemi model (3.23), and hence supports the existence of
knotted soliton solutions [FN00].

5.2 Effective Model
The plasma free energy for the static configurations obtained from (5.1)
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E =
∫

d3x
[

1
2µ

{
sin2 α |Dkψe|2 + cos2 α |D∗

kψi|2
}

+
B2

2
+g(ψ∗

e ψe −ψ∗
i ψi)

2
]
(5.18)

where compared to (5.6-5.7) the electric field Ei has been eliminated by Gauss’
law, and taking into account the Derbye screening within the plasma, to lead-
ing order. This results in the quadratic potential term in (5.18) describing the
Coulomb interaction with the effective coupling constant g.

Anticipating the type of solutions that we are looking for, the following new
variables are introduced,

(Ψe,Ψi) = ρ
(

cosα · sin
θ
2

eiϕ ,sinα · cos
θ
2

eiχ
)

, (5.19)

where ρ2 is related to the plasma density, θ is a shape function (describes
roughly the distance from the center of the configuration), and ϕ and χ de-
scribe the toroidal and poloidal angles respectively.

Since the vector field Ak appears at most quadratically, it can be eliminated
by the classical equations of motion with respect to Ak,

Ak =
1
2e

· 1

sin2 α |ψe|2 + cos2 α |ψi|2
[

isin2 α · (ψ∗
e ∂kψe −∂kψ∗

e ψe)

−icos2 α · (ψ∗
i ∂kψi −∂kψ∗

i ψi)− 2m
e

sin2 α · εi jk∂iB j

]
. (5.20)

This determines Ak as an iterative gradient expansion, in powers of derivatives
of the charged fields ψe,i. In terms of the variables (5.19) to the lowest order

Ak =
1
2e

[cosθ∂k (χ +ϕ)+∂k (χ −ϕ)] , (5.21)

Bk = εi jk∂iA j = − 1
2e

εi jk sinθ ∂iθ ∂ j (χ +ϕ) . (5.22)

Define a three component unit vector

n = [cos(χ +ϕ)sinθ , sin(χ +ϕ)sinθ , cosθ ] . (5.23)

In terms of (5.23) the magnetic field (5.22) becomes

Bk = − 1
4e

n ·∂in×∂ jn, (5.24)
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for the kinetic term and the Coulomb potential term is obtained

sin2 α |Dkψe|2 + cos2 α |D∗
kψi|2 =

sin2 α
4

{
(∂kρ)2 +

ρ2

4
|n|2

}
,(5.25)

ψ∗
e ψe −ψ∗

i ψi = −ρ2

2
(n3 − cos2α) . (5.26)

The plasma free energy can be expressed to a leading order as a gradient
expansion by substituting (5.24)-(5.26) into (5.18),

E =
∫

d3x
{

1
8µ

sin2 2α
[
(∂kρ)2 +4ρ2 |∂kn|2

]
(5.27)

+
1

(4e)2 (n ·∂in×∂ jn)2 +
gρ4

4
(cos2α − cosθ)2

}
, (5.28)

In order to have finite energy solutions, at spatial infinity the unit vector n
must go to a constant value ρ = ρ0 �= 0, where ρ0 is the plasma density at the
bulk, and also θ = 2α �= nπ to maintain the overall charge neutrality. Numeri-
cally, α = m

M = 1
3670 , and for typical plasmas ρ0 is of order of magnitude 1015.

Solutions are classified by the Hopf invariant H,

H = − 1
4π2

∫
d3x A ·B = − 1

4π2

∫
d3x∇cosθ ·∇ϕ ×∇χ = ∆ϕ ·∆χ, (5.29)

where (5.21) and (5.22) were applied. The Hopf number (5.29) describes the
2π change in variables over a magnetic flux surface with constant θ , when
the expected tube is covered once in the toroidal and poloidal directions. This
change is denoted by ∆ϕ and ∆χ respectively.

To picture the situation. The average particle density 〈ρ〉2 must have a
constant non-vanishing value ρ2 at the bulk of the plasma. This condition
originates from the boundary condition that the plasma is homogenous and
charge neutral with a large number of charged particles. Thus in spatial infin-
ity n → n0 approaches a constant value and all the spatial derivatives of the
unit vector field n vanish at long distances. Locally however, there may occur
charge fluctuations, and in those regions n is a variable with θ �= 2α . From the
equations of motion with respect to ρ it can be shown that the plasma density
|ρ (x)| is bounded from below by a non-vanishing positive value. Hence the
free energy (5.27) can be averaged over ρ(x), the resulting expression reads
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H =
∫

d3x

[
γ · |∂kn|2 +

1

(4e)2 (n ·∂in×∂ jn)2 +λ · (cos2α − cosθ)2

]
,(5.30)

where γ , and λ ∝ ρ0 are some nonzero positive constants. This Hamiltonian is
of the same form as the SFN system (3.23), and hence it is known to support
stable knotted soliton solutions.
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6 Effective Theories

Ooh! It damn well ’urts!
Certainly it hurts.

What’s the trick then?
The trick, William Potter, is not minding that it hurts.

Lawrence of Arabia

The effective theory of the Abelian Higgs model is presented in Paper III.
Here a general background to the effective theory as well as a detailed account
for the method used is presented.

6.1 General Background
The quantum effective action is defined as the one-particle-irreducible con-
nected vacuum-vacuum amplitude in the presence of an external field. Con-
sidering an effective theory is often very useful. Partly because in many phys-
ical situations there is an actual external field present, for instance an electro-
magnetic field or a gravitational field or some scalar field with non-vanishing
vacuum expectation value, and partly because even without the presence of
a physical external field, some calculations are considerably simplified if one
considers the presence of a fictious external field. Here we present the gen-
eral theory for the effective action, for more extensive review we refer to text
books [Weib, Ram89] and to the classic papers [Jac74, CJT74, DJ74] to name
a few.

Consider a quantum field theory defined by the action S [φ ]. Describe the
background field as a set of classical currents J coupled to the fields φ (x) of
the theory. The complete vacuum-vacuum amplitude in the presence of these
currents is given by the generating functional

Z [J] ≡ 〈VACout |VACin〉J (6.1)

=
∫

Dφ exp
(

iS [φ ]+ i
∫

d4xφJ
)

, (6.2)

which is the sum of all vacuum-vacuum amplitudes, including the connected
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as well as the disconnected diagrams. This sum of all graphs can be expressed
as the sum of all connected vacuum-vacuum amplitudes as

Z [J] =
∞

∑
N=0

1
N!

(iW [J])N = exp(iW [J]) . (6.3)

The quantum effective action Γ [φ ] is obtained from (6.3) by a Lagendre trans-
form

Γ [φ ] ≡ W [J]−
∫

d4xφ (x)J (x) , (6.4)

where φ is given by the equations of motion

φ (x) =
δ

δJ (x)
W [J] , (6.5)

and from differentiating (6.4)

J (x) = −δΓ [φ ]
δφ (x)

. (6.6)

Decomposing the field φ as φ = φcl +
√

h̄φ̂ with φcl denoting the classical
field, leads to the expansion formula for the effective action

Γ [φcl] = S [φcl]+ ∑
n≥1

h̄nΓ(n) [φcl] . (6.7)

All the coefficients in this expansion are expressed in Feynman diagrams and
can be determined. The power of h̄ corresponds to the number of loops in the
diagrams. Hence the one-loop effective action is given by

Γ(1) =
1
2

lnDet
(
iD−1) , (6.8)

iD−1
ab (x,y) =

δ 2S [φ ]
δφa (x)δφb (y)

(6.9)

where we denote φ = φcl and Det
(
iD−1

)
is the functional determinant of the

propagator iD−1 evaluated as

lnDet
(
iD−1) = TrLn

(
iD−1)
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= Tr (2π)4 δ 4 (k− l) ln
(
iD−1)

=
∫ d4k

(2π)4 lndet
(
iD−1)∫ d4x. (6.10)

Here we recognize a useful identity DetA = eTr lnA.
Finally one needs to calculate the traces of the logarithmic [Nap14, Nap16]

operators, this is done either by using the Feynman graph technique or by us-
ing the Heat Kernel method. The Heat Kernel method is an analytic method
for calculating the determinants. This however is not one single method but
rather refers to a large variety of sub-methods, for instance [PW, Lan01, AF85,
Zuk85b, MTW92]. The most commonly used Heat Kernel sub-method pre-
sented in text books is the ζ -function regularisation. In Paper III we used
a variation of this method, based on derivative expansion [Zuk85a]. In the
following section we will demonstrate this method on a simple scalar model.

6.2 Algebraic Method
Consider a scalar field theory defined by the Lagrangian

L =
1
2

∂µφa∂νφb − 1
2

µ2φ 2 − 1
4!

λφ 4, (6.11)

where φ 2 ≡ φaφa, a = 1,2 and φ 4 ≡ (
φ 2
)2. The first step is to expand the ac-

tion about a slowly varying (approximately constant) scalar background field
φcl ≡ φ̂ in such a way that φa = φ̂ +φa (x). The shifted Lagrangian is obtained
formally following [Jac74]

∫
d4xL̂

[
φ̂a;φa (x)

]
= S

[
φ + φ̂

]−S
[
φ̂
]− ∫

d4x
δS [φ ]
δφa (x)

∣∣∣∣
φ=φ̂

=
∫

d4xd4y
1
2

φa (x) iD−1
ab

(
φ̂ ;x,y

)
φb (y)+ ... (6.12)

Eliminating the cubic and quadratic interaction terms (indicated by the dots)
gives the operator

iD−1
ab = −∂ 2δab +Vab, (6.13)

Vab = m2
1 (X1)ab +m2

2 (X2)ab , (6.14)

where we have defined m2
1 = µ2 + λ

2 φ 2, m2
2 = µ2 + λ

6 φ 2 and the projection
operators (X1)ab ≡ φaφb

φ 2 and (X2)ab ≡ δab − (X1)ab. This model (6.11) is the
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simplest of the set of models that require V to be a matrix. The effective action
is given by (6.7)

Γ [φ ] = S
(
φ̂
)− ih̄ lnZ1

(
φ̂
)
+O

(
h̄2) (6.15)

Z1
(
φ̂
)

=
∫

Dφa exp
i
h̄

∫
d4xL̂

[
φ̂ ,φ

]
(6.16)

The functional integral is elementary because the shifted Lagrangian L̂ is
quadratic in the fields φa. After performing the functional integral

Γ [φ ] =
∫

d4x
[

1
2

∂µφa∂νφb − 1
2

µ2φ 2 1
4!

λφ 4
]

+
i
2

lnDet
(−∂ 2 +V

)
. (6.17)

The only thing left to do is to calculate the functional determinant. Here we
show a method of derivative expansion. Using (6.10) the one loop correction
of the effective action reads Γ(1) = i/2Tr ln

[
k2 −V

]
. We construct a general

derivative expansion by expanding φ about a constant field φ0. This leads to

Tr ln
(
P2 −V

)
=
∫

d4xtr

[〈
x
∣∣ln(P2 −V0

)∣∣x〉
−

∞

∑
n=1

1
n

〈
x
∣∣∣∣( 1

P2 −V0
Ṽ (X)

)n∣∣∣∣x〉
]

, (6.18)

where V (X) = V0 + Ṽ (X), with V0 = V [φ0], and P2,X are the position and
momentum operators, respectively. The P2 operators do not commute with
the V (X),

[−i∂µ ,xν
]

= −iδµν �= 0. The matrix elements are evaluated by
commuting the

(
P2 −V0

)
to the left and making use of the formal operator

expansion

(A−B)−1 = A−1 +A−1BA−1 +A−1BA−1BA−1 + ... (6.19)

together with the repeated use of the identity

[
A,B−1]= −B−1 [A,B]B−1 = B−1B−1 [B,A]+B−1B−1B−1 [[A,B] ,B]+ ...

(6.20)
the dots refer to higher order commutator terms. The commutators are calcu-
lated [

k2,φ
]

= −∂ 2φ (x)+2ikµ∂µφ (x) , (6.21)[
k2,

[
k2,φ

]]
= ∂ 4φ −4i∂µ∂ 2φkµ −4∂µ∂νφkµkν , (6.22)
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and we have dropped the tilde for convenience. These relations can easily be
shown

φ̃ (x) =
∫ ∞

−∞

d4k

(2π)2 eikxφ (k) ,

φ (k) =
∫ ∞

−∞

d4x

(2π)2 e−ikxφ̃ (x) ,

[−∂ 2,φ (k)
]

=
∫ ∞

−∞

d4x

(2π)2

[
−∂ 2, φ̃ (x)

]
e−ikx

=
∫ ∞

−∞

d4x

(2π)2

{
−∂ 2φ̃ (x)+2ikµ∂µ φ̃ (x)

}
e−ikx,

and the result follows. The higher order commutators can be shown in the
similar way. The resulting operator expansion of (6.18) is given by

〈
k
∣∣∣(P2 −V

)−1
∣∣∣k〉= (6.23)∫

d4x
{

B−1 +4B−1 [k ·B−1]2 −∂µB−1∂ µB−1

+B−1 [∂ 2B−1]2 −16B−1∂ 2B−1 [k ·∂B−1]2

−12
(
B−1)2 ∂ 2B−1 (k ·∂ )2 B−1 −4∂µB−1∂ µB−1 (k ·∂B−1)2

−16
3

B−1 (k ·∂B−1)4
+16

(
B−1)3

[
(k ·∂ )2 B−1

]2
}

+O
(
∂ 6)

where B−1 =
(
P2 −V

)
, the terms odd in k have been omitted as they vanish

when performing the momentum integration, and the total divergences have
been removed by integrating by parts. The first term in the expansion will give
the effective potential, the following two terms give the one-loop effective
action, the four derivative terms will give the two-loop contribution, etc. Here
we focus on the first like of (6.23).

To avoid working with the logarithm there are tricks to be used. We follow
[NSVZ84, Zuk85a] and introduce a

(
mass2

)
-parameter u so that

Γ(1) (u) ≡ i
2

Tr ln
(
P2 −u−U (x)

)
, (6.24)

Γ(1) = Γ(1) (u = 0) , (6.25)

where U (x) is a 4×4 Hermitian matrix and P2 is some momentum operator.
Then
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dΓ(1) (u)
du

= − i
2

Tr
[
Λ
(
P2 −W (x)

)−1
]
, (6.26)

where we defined W (x) = u+V (x).

For renormalisation we replace Λ
(
P2 −W (x)

)−1 with a matrix power that
defines Γ(1) (ν ,u) as

dΓ(1) (ν ,u)
du

= − i
2

Λ2(ν−1)Tr
(
P2 −W

)−ν
, (6.27)

where ν is a complex variable, and the parameter Λ can be interpreted as the
renormalisation mass scale. This way we can express the effective action as

Γ(1) (ν ,u) = − i
2

Λ2(ν−1)
∫ ∞

0
du tr

∫ d4k

(2π)4 〈k|
(
P2 −W

)−ν |k〉 . (6.28)

Applying the expansion formula (6.23) on (6.28)

Γ(1) = −
∫

d4x

{
− i

2
Λ2(ν−1)

∫ ∞

0
du

∫ d4k

(2π)4 tr
[
k2 −W

]−ν
}

+
i
2

∫ ∞

0
du

∫ d4k

(2π)4 tr

{
4

1

(k2 −W )2 kµ∂µW
1

(k2 −W )3 kν∂νW

− 1

(k2 −W )2 ∂µW
1

(k2 −W )2 ∂µW

}
, (6.29)

where Γ(1) = Γ(1)
0 + Γ(1)

2 . The one-loop effective potential V (x,ν) is defined
as the negative density of Γ(1)

0 in the limit ν → 1

Γ(1)
0 = −

∫
d4xV (x;ν) (6.30)

V (x;ν) = − i
2

Λ2(ν−1)
∫ ∞

0
du

∫ d4k

(2π)4 tr
(
k2 −u−V (x)

)−ν

=
1

32π2
(−1)ν

(1−ν)(2−ν)(3−ν)
tr

[
V 2

(
V
Λ2

)1−ν
]

. (6.31)

The argument inside the trace can be rewritten using the relation x1−n =
1+(1−n) lnx+O (1−n)2, the pole term is then subtracted with a renormal-
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isation counterterm. The final expression for the one-loop effective potential
up to the finite counterterms is

Γ(1)
0 =

1
64π2

∫
d4x

[
m4

1 ln
(

m2
1

Λ2

)
+3m4

2 ln
(

m2
2

Λ2

)]
. (6.32)

This result can be compared to the first order effective potential in [Jac74] as
well as to similar results in many classic papers such as [DJ74, Wei73]. The
primary interest here however is the one-loop correction to the kinetic terms
of the action.

Effective Action

The kinetic term for the one-loop effective action is given by Γ(1)
2 in (6.29).

The two-derivative correction for the one-loop effective action is given by

Γ(1)
2 =
λ 2

32π2
1(

µ2 + λ 2

2 φ 2
) ∫

d4x
{[

(1− z)
3z3 ln(1− z)+

(2− z)
18z2

][
φ 2 (∂φ ·∂φ)

]
+
[

1
12

+
1

36(1− z)
− (1− z)

3z3 ln(1− z)− (2− z)
18z2

]
(φ ·∂φ)2

}
(6.33)

where we have defined z = 1− m2
2

m2
1

so that 0 < z < 1. This leads to the effective
Lagrangian density on the expected form

Le f f = Z1 [φ ]∂µφa∂ µφa +Z2 [φ ]
φaφb

φ 2 ∂µφa∂ µφb −V [φ ]+ ... (6.34)

where the dots refer to higher order derivatives. The derivative term
(
φa∂µφa

)2

does not occur in the action at tree-level.
We were also inspired by the work presented in [TVK98] where the effec-

tive action was calculated for the extended Abelian Higgs theory where the
Higgs fields Φ in (4.9) are expressed in terms of the polar coordinates ρ,ϕ
unlike the commonly used Cartesian basis φ1,φ2. In polar coordinates the
Higgs field becomes

Φ(x) = φ1 (x)+ iφ2 (x) = ρ (x)eiϕ(x) (6.35)

and the derivative terms take the form
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φaφb

φ 2 ∂µφa∂ µφb = (ρ)2 (6.36)(
δab − φaφb

φ 2

)
∂µφa∂ µφb = ρ2 (∂µϕ

)2
, (6.37)

both of which included in the effective action (6.34). The idea that a system
with rotational symmetry, which is the case with the models discussed in this
thesis, ought to be described in polar coordinates rather than Cartesian. This
is common praxis in physics in general, however not often considered in the
context of fundamental gauge field theory. How exactly the results and ideas
in [TVK98] are related to the calculation in paper III is left for the future to
sort out.
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7 Yang Mills Vacuum

Toto, I’ve a feeling we’re not in Kansas anymore.
Dorothy Gale

The physically realistic theory for strong interaction, Quantum Chromo-
dynamics, is a theory describing the dynamics of quarks and gluons. In the
ultraviolet region this theory is well understood because of asymptotic free-
dom. The coupling constant becomes small at high energies and the theory
can be explored with perturbative methods. Here we are interested of the in-
frared region of the theory, that is the low energy region where the coupling
constant becomes large and the perturbative methods are not reliable. In this
limit quarks and gluons are strongly confined inside the hadrons, and no one
knows exactly what is going on in there. The mechanism behind the running
of the coupling constant is called dimensional transmutation1.

The full theory of QCD includes both quarks, the fermion fields, and glu-
ons, the gauge fields. This can however successfully be divided into two sep-
arate parts in such a way that it is possible to study the self-interacting gluons
without including the quarks. Besides the fact that by doing so, the calcula-
tions will be considerably simplified, this also makes sense intuitively. The
unknown mechanism behind confinement is most likely a direct result of the
Non-Abelian nature of gluon fields, hence studying those fields separately
may give a clue to how this mechanism could be derived from first principles.
All SU(N) symmetry groups with N ≥ 2 are Non-Abelian, which means that
one may expect ’confinement’ to occur in all theories with SU(N ≥ 2) sym-
metry. Moreover, even though the symmetry group of QCD is SU(3), it is
often sufficient to study the simpler Non-Abelian group SU(2) instead.

The intuitive picture of confinement adopts its images from the theory of
superconductors. In particular the theory for superconductors of type 2. Such
superconductors can be pictured schematically as two infinitely long solenoids
with a quantised magnetic field formed as a fluxtube between the end points
of the solenoids. The endpoints can be described as magnetic monopoles,

1Dimensional transmutation means that there is a physical mechanism in the theory that trans-
forms a dimensionless parameter into a dimensionful parameter. The coupling constant is a
dimensionless constant classical gauge field theory, however when adding the quantum correc-
tions, then already at one-loop level the logarithmic divergences imply that this constant in fact
depends on the energy scale of the process studied.
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as the magnetic flux emanating from monopoles forms precisely such vortex
tube. This picture is very similar to, we may even say dual with, the picture of
confinement - a quark anti-quark pair with a fluxtube of gluon fields between.
The mechanism that explains the superconductors is called Meissner effect,
and the effective field theory that describes it is the Ginzburg-Landau theory.
The Meissner effect is about confining the magnetic charge, in QCD we need
to explain how to confine colour charge. The idea is to find a theory that
exhibits a dual Meissner effect, where the colour charge can be seen as being
confined between two magnetic monopoles. This theory also needs to have
a non-trivial ground state, vacuum, creating a mass gap. This requirement
arises from the property of the colour field to break creating a new pair of
quarks when enough energy is induced to the system.

Thus the model needed is an asymptotically free gauge field theory with a
coupling constant that decreases with increasing energy, dimensional transmu-
tation, and spontaneous symmetry breaking. In other words, we are looking
for a theory with the characteristics of the QCD that supports the existence of
stable solitonic solutions. The first candidate is the pure Yang Mills Theory.

Classical Solutions in Pure Yang-Mills Theory.

Unfortunately, there are no soliton solutions possible in d = 3+1 pure Yang-
Mills Theory. The reason why there are no soliton solutions can be shown by
the Hobart-Derrick’s theorem, which is described in Chapter 3. Solitons are
mainly static solutions and the energy for static fields of a pure YM theory in
d −1 spatial dimensions is

E =
1
4

∫
ddxFi jFi j. (7.1)

Under the dilation of the spatial coordinates xi → λxi, the gauge fields trans-
form as Ai (x) → λ−1Ai (λx) and the energy becomes after the scaling

E (λx) =
1
4

∫
ddxλ d−4Fi j (λx)Fi j (λx) . (7.2)

Thus, for d = 4 there can be no static soliton solutions in pure Yang-Mills
theory. The ground state of the theory is trivial.

In order to find non-trivial solutions in this theory there are two main op-
tions, the first would be to consider a theory where the gauge fields are allowed
to couple to the scalar matter fields, the Higgs fields, resulting in a model al-
lowing magnetic monopole solutions [tH74]. This model is defined by the
Lagrangian
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L = −1
4

Fa
µνFaµν +

1
2

Dab
µ φ bDacµφ c −V (φ) , (7.3)

where Fa
µν = ∂µAa

µ −∂νAa
µ +gεabcAb

µAc
ν is the SU (2) gauge field strength and

Dab
µ = ∂µδab − gεabcAb

µ is the SU(2) covariant derivative. This model is the
non-Abelian Higgs model (compared to the Abelian Higgs model presented in
Chapter 4). The solutions found in the model (7.3) are magnetic monopoles,
topologically corresponding to matching a two-sphere to a two-spere, or more
formally expressed through the homotopy group π2

(
S2
)
= Z. These magnetic

monopoles turn into the Dirac monopoles through the spontaneous symme-
try breaking mechanism. The Dirac monopoles are solutions to the Abelian
Higgs model, always accompanied by the magnetic flux carrying Dirac string.
These strings are closely related to the NO-vortices in Abelian Higgs model,
as discussed in Chapter 4. These line vortices are related to the Non-Abelian
YM vacuum through the Abelian dominance.

The other way would be to consider an effective YM theory. An effective
theory with appropriate decomposition of the gauge fields can also result a
non-trivial ground state of the theory. By decomposition is meant that the
fields of the theory may be expressed in different variables that are better
suited to describe the theory in a certain region of interest. Here we are inter-
ested in the infrared region of the YM theory. There are several suggestions
for how to decompose the YM-theory in the infrared limit [Cho80, Cho81,
FN99b]. Here we present the decomposition of the gauge fields Aµ proposed
by Faddeev nad Niemi [FN99a, FN02], where the gauge fields are decom-
posed in sets of parameters that can naturally be interpreted as magnetic and
electric respectively. Very much in analogy to the dual Meissner effect! This
particular decomposition builds up the theoretical background that is used to
motivate the classical mechanics model studied in Paper II.

7.1 YM Theory in Dual Decomposition
The classical action of SU(2) Yang-Mills theory is

S = −1
4

∫
d4xFa

µνFaµν (7.4)

where Fa
µν = ∂µAa

ν −∂νAa
µ +gεabcAb

µAc
ν is the SU (2) gauge field strength. The

gauge fields Aa
µ can be divided into diagonal and off-diagonal parts. The diag-

onal component A3
µ , treated as a U(1) gauge field in maximal Abelian gauge,

remains unchanged. While the off-diagonal components A1,2
µ , expressed as
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charged vector fields A±
µ = A1

µ ± iA2
µ , are parametrised as

A+
µ = iψ1eµ + iψ2e∗µ , (7.5)

where ψ1 and ψ2 are two complex scalar fields and eµ = 1/2
(
e1

µ + ie2
µ
)

are
complex vectors with the normalisation condition ea

µebµ = δ ab, a = 1,2. The
Lagrangian is invariant under the electric U(1) as well as under magnetic U(1)
gauge transformations. These transformations arise naturally when consider-
ing the following symmetry operations. First, a diagonal SU(2) gauge trans-
formation, under which the off diagonal field transforms similar to the U(1)
vector field, A3

µ → A3
µ − ∂µξ . The complex scalar fields are multiplied by a

common phase ψ1,2 → eiξ ψ1,2, and the complex vectors eµ remain unaffected.
These transformation are identified as the electric U(1) transformations. The
internal U(1) rotation that transforms the fields such that the complex vector
and eµ → e−iς eµ , and ψ2 → e−iς ψ2 are multiplied with the same phase, while
ψ1 → eiς ψ1 is multiplied with a different phase, and the off diagonal gauge
fields remain intact A+

µ → A+
µ . This transformation can be identified as the

magnetic transformation if one defines a vector field Cµ = ie · ∂µe∗ that then
transforms as a gauge field for the internal U(1) rotation, Cµ →Cµ −∂µς . The
complex vectors can be combined into a real anti-symmetric tensor invariant
under both electric and magnetic gauge transformations

Gµν = i
(
eµe∗ν − eνe∗µ

)
. (7.6)

The electric and magnetic field strengths can be identified as Ek = G0k and
Bk = 1/2εklmGlm respectively. Define two independent unit vectors

ui = Ei +Bi (7.7)

vi = Ei −Bi (7.8)

Both the complex vectors eµ and Cµ can be expressed in terms of these two
unit vectors u and v. Furthermore, these unit vectors are combined into two
new complex vectors

Uµ =
eiϕ√

1− (u ·v)2

[
∂µu · (v+ iu×v)

]
, (7.9)

Vµ =
eiϕ√

1− (u ·v)2

[
∂µV · (u+ iu×v)

]
. (7.10)
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The parameter ϕ is the phase of the zeroth component of the vector e and it
can be identified as the magnetic phase. Finally a three component unit vector
is defined as

t =
1

ρ2 (ψ∗
1 ψ∗

2 )σ
(

ψ1

ψ2

)
(7.11)

where ρ2 = |ψ|2 and σ are the Pauli matrices. This vector is invariant un-
der the electric gauge transformations. Under the magnetic transformations
the t3 component is invariant while the other two components transfor as
t± = t1 ± t2 → e∓2iς .

The gauge fixed Lagrangian, with a gauge condition for the off diagonal
fields A±

µ is

L = −1
4

Fa
µνFaµν − 1

2

[(
∂µδ ab − εabAµ

)
Ab

µ

]2
(7.12)

where the background gauge condition was used with the diagonal field A3
µ ≡ Aµ

considered as background field. In terms of the decomposed fields (7.5-7.11)
this Lagrangian becomes

L = −1
4

F2
µν −

∣∣Dab
µ ψb

∣∣2 − 1
2

ρ2 (t−UµVµ + t+U∗
µV ∗

µ + t3FµνGµν
)

−1
8

(
|ψ1|2 −|ψ2|2

)2
− 1

2
ρ2
(∣∣∂µu

∣∣2 − ∣∣∂µv
∣∣2)2

, (7.13)

where Fµν = ∂µAν −∂νAµ , and Dab
µ = δ ab

(
∂µ + iAµ

)− iσab
3 Cµ is the U(1)×

U(1) covariant derivative. The Lagrangian (7.13) is invariant both under the
electric U(1) of the SU(2) gauge group and under the internal magnetic U(1).

Define a vector filed invariant under the electric U(1) gauge transformations

Bµ = Aµ +
i

2ρ2

(
ψaD̂ab

µ ψ∗
b −ψ∗

a D̂ab
µ ψb

)
, (7.14)

where D̂ab
µ = δ ab∂µ − iσab

3 Cµ is the magnetic covariant derivative. The corre-
sponding field strength is defined as Hµν = ∂µBν −∂νCµ . The vector field Bµ
together with the three vector t are the electric variables of the theory. For the
magnetic parameters of the theory u and v the corresponding magnetic gauge
field is

Cµ =
1

1+u ·v
(
∂µu+∂µv

) ·u×v+2∂µϕ, (7.15)
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and the field strength is defined as Kµν = ∂µCν − ∂νCµ . Expressed in those
variables the Lagrangian (7.13) becomes

L = −1
4
(
Hµν +Mµν +Kµνt3

)2 − 1
2
(
∂µρ

)2 −ρ2
(

∇i j
µ t j

)2

−ρ2B2
µ −

1
8

ρ4t2
3 −

1
2

ρ2
(∣∣∂µu

∣∣2 +
∣∣∂µv

∣∣2)
− 1

2
ρ2 [t−UµVµ + t+U∗

µV ∗
µ + t3

(
Hµν +Mµν +Kµνt3

)
Gµν

]
(7.16)

where Mµν = ε i jkti∇ jl
µ tl∇km

ν tm, and ∇i j
µ = δ i j∂µ + 2ε i j3Cµ gives the action of

the magnetic covariant derivative on a vector. Already at this stage the sim-
ilarity between the magnetic and electric variables is noticeable. To expose
the similarity even further, and hopefully also demonstrate an exact duality
between the magnetic and electric variables, we consider static ground state
configurations. In the static limit m ≡ u = −v and Qi = Ui = Vi. In this limit
the vector field (7.15) can not be expressed in terms of m. However by ex-
pressing the vectors u and v in terms of four different angels

u =

 cosα sinθ
sinα sinθ

cosθ

 v =

 cosβ sinγ
sinβ sinγ

cosγ

 (7.17)

then in the static limit, that corresponds to setting α = β and θ = γ + π , the
magnetic field strength can be derived Ki j = m ·∂im×∂ jm. The Hamiltonian
describing the static ground states can now be expressed

H =
1
4

(Hi j +Mi j +Ki jt3)
2 +

1
2

(∂iρ)2 +ρ2 (∇i · t)2 +ρ2B2
i +

1
8

ρ4t2
3

+
1
2

ρ2 |m|2 +
1
2

ρ2 [t+Q2
i + t−Q∗

i + t3εi jkmi
(
Hjk +Mjk +Kjkt3

)]
. (7.18)

It is evident that there indeed exists a symmetry between the electric and mag-
netic variables. The exact symmetry transformations however are not found
yet.

The effective theory in this specific parametrisation reveals a neat result.
Apply a method of derivative expansion, where each of the variables is treated
as a slow background variable to study the response of the remaining fast
variables, on the Lagrangian (7.16). The effective theory for the electric vari-
ables is obtained when the electric variable t is treated as the fast variable in
the background of slowly varying m and Ci. To maintain the underlying ro-
tational symmetry we set the expectation value of m to be zero. The terms
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linear in u and v vanish to the leading order and in the first approximation it is
reasonable to replace the ρ2 by its expectation value

〈
ρ2
〉

= Λ �= 0. Thus the
effective Hamiltonian for the electric variables reads

He = Λ2 (∂it)2 +
1
4

(Hi j + t ·∂it×∂ jt)2

+Λ2B2
i +

1
8

Λ4t2
3 +

1
2

Λ2 (t+S+ + t−S−) . (7.19)

In the similar manner the effective Hamiltonian for the magnetic variables is
obtained

Hm = Λ2 (∂im)2 +
1
4

(m ·∂im×∂ jm)2

+Λ2B2
i +

1
12

H2
i j +

1
6

Λ2miεi jk
〈
Kjk

〉
. (7.20)

Here S+ =
〈
Q2

i
〉

and S− =
〈
Q∗2

i
〉
. There is a striking similarity between the

models (7.19) and (7.20) revealing a manifest duality between the electric and
magnetic variables, as well as between these models and the Skyrme-Faddeev-
Niemi model

L =
(
∂µr

)2 −Λ
(
r ·∂µr×∂µr

)2 −V (r) (7.21)

that naturally contains massive knotted soliton solutions in the spectrum [FN97a].
Through explicit realisation of the electric and magnetic variables in SU(2)
Yang-Mills theory it is shown that both variables relate to the effective theory
of the form (7.21). This suggests strongly that at low energy region the non-
perturbative spectrum of the Yang-Mills theory is does indeed support stable
knotted solutions. In order to investigate the effective theory in more detail
one needs to calculate the effective theory in appropriate field theoretical ap-
proach.

7.2 One-Loop Effective Yang-Mills Theory
In order to learn more about the ground state of the theory we need to under-
stand how the quantum corrections change the classical theory. This is most
commonly achieved by studying effective theories. The only available method
for including the quantum corrections to the theory is by perturbative expan-
sion. This approximation works reasonably well in infrared stable theories,
like the Abelian Higgs model or the scalar field model discussed in Chapter 6.
For infrared stable theories it is sufficient to study the classical ground state of
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the theory and construct a loop-expansion around the classical vacuum. The
YM-theory however is a Non-Abelian theory and as such it is an infrared sin-
gular theory. This means that the true vacuum of the theory may have nothing
to do with the classical ground state.

Here we are interested in the one-loop effective potential to the SU(2) Yang-
Mills theory in terms of the decomposition (7.5). Even though the perturbative
methods are not reliable, and the resulting ground state does not necessarily
describe the true ground state of the theory, in the absence of other alterna-
tives the perturbative methods were used anyway. The one-loop Yang-Mills
effective potential was originally computed in [Sav77, NO78], here we follow
[Fre02] where this computation was revisited in terms of the decomposition
(7.5).

The method used is a background field method, similar to the method de-
scribed in Chapter 6.

The gauge fields Aa
µ are shifted around a classical background field Âa

µ

Aa
µ = Âa

µ +Aa
µ . (7.22)

Making this shift in decomposition (7.5) corresponds to shifting the complex
scalar fields ψ1,2 around some real valued constant scalar fields ϕ1 and ϕ2
respectively

ψ1 = ϕ1 +ψ1, ψ2 = ϕ2 +ψ2. (7.23)

Thus the shifted off diagonal components of the gauge field are expressed as

A1
µ =

1√
2

(ϕ2 −ϕ1)e2
µ A1

µ =
1√
2

(ϕ2 +ϕ1)e1
µ . (7.24)

At tree level the effective potential is the sum of all non-negative terms in the
Lagrangian. The derivatives are removed from (7.4) in covariant way, that
includes removing of the background field A3

µ , and the effective potential at
tree level is

V0 =
1
4

g2εabcεa f gAb
µAc

νAµ f Aνg (7.25)

In terms of the shifted off-diagonal fields (7.24) the effective potential is

V =
g2

8
(
ϕ2

1 −ϕ2
2
)2

. (7.26)
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This translation invariant potential has its minima along the lines ϕ1 = ±ϕ2
where the value of the potential is zero. There is no mass gap and no spon-
taneous symmetry breaking at this level. The tree-level effective potential
can be reinterpreted as a classical potential, which contains some information
about the quantum theory. The one-loop correction is calculated in Feynman
analogue of background field gauge using the method of Feynman diagram
expansion.

The resulting effective potential in one-loop approximation in terms of the
scalar fields ϕ1,2 is obtained

V (1)
e f f =

g2

8
(
ϕ2

1 −ϕ2
2
)2

+
22
3

1
16π2

g4

8
(
ϕ2

1 −ϕ2
2
)2
(

ln

∣∣ϕ2
1 −ϕ2

2

∣∣
M2 − 25

6

)
(7.27)

where M is the renormalisation scale. The minima of the potential (7.27) are
the four symmetric non-trivial parabola

∣∣ϕ2
1 −ϕ2

2
∣∣ = M2e

(
− 24π2

11g2 + 11
3

)
(7.28)

and the minima of the potential is no longer the origin but

Ve f f (min) = −11
24

1
16π2 g4M4e

(
− 48π2

11g2 + 22
3

)
. (7.29)

which gives rise to a symmetry breaking. This leads to the mass gap in the
theory from which we can conclude that contrary to the classical Yang-Mills
theory, the existence of soliton solutions should be possible in the quantum
correlated Yang-Mills theory. The unperturbed potential (7.26) describes a
function which has a minima along two crossing diagonals. The quantum
correlated effective potential (7.27) degenerates the minima of the unperturbed
potential to four separate hyperbolas. The dynamics of both systems has been
studied in Paper II. The results found are highly interesting to say the least.

7.3 Classical Mechanics Model of the YM Theory
The highly non-linear dynamics of the infrared Yang-Mills theory has chal-
lenged physicists to use various different approaches to learn about the theory
and hopefully gain understanding in how to explain the infrared phenomenon
from first principles. For instance by using numerical methods, effective cal-
culations, approximative analytical methods, even by pushing the limits and
using perturbative methods. Next we try to understand the low energy region
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of the Yang-Mills theory through a classical mechanics model that possesses
the main characteristics of the YM theory.

The purpose here is to construct a classical mechanics action

S =
∫ T

0
dτ (paq̇a −H) , (7.30)

where pa and qa are the canonical momentum and position variables respec-
tively, and H is the Hamiltonian to be constructed in such a way that the
system reflects the properties of the low energy YM theory.

Consider the four dimensional SU(2) Yang-Mills theory in the limit where
all the spatial derivatives vanish, i.e. the gauge fields depend on time variable
only and we have translational invariance, ∂iAa

µ(t) = 0. For static configura-
tions choose Aa

0 = 0.
The appropriate canonical variables are Aa

i and Ȧa
i ≡ ∂0Aa

i , which in terms
of decomposition (7.5) become qa = ϕa and pa = ϕ̇a, respectively. In the
maximal Abelian gauge the partially gauge fixed action (7.12) can be approx-
imated with the classical mechanics action [Sav85]

S =
∫ T

0
dτ

{
pa∂τqa − 1

2
(

p2
1 + p2

2
)− 1

2
(
q2

1 −q2
2
)2
}

. (7.31)

Rotating the system by π/4 allows us to recognise the Hamiltonian in (7.31)
as H = 1

2

(
p2

1 + p2
2 + x2y2

)
, which is the well known long time candidate an-

alytic Hamiltonian for systems with global ergodicity [Sav83, Sav84]: This
rotation corresponds to the change of coordinates where q1 = 1

2 (x+ y) and
q2 = 1

2 (x− y). In terms of the canonical variables pa,qa the potential (7.26)
reads V (q1,q2) = 1

2

(
q2

1 −q2
2
)2, however expressed in the rotated coordinates

the above potential assumes the well known form V (x,y) = 1
2 x2y2. This type

of potential appears in several fields of physics, like for instance in models
describing the low energy limit of (super)membranes [Sim83].

The classical dynamics of the model described by (7.31) was long con-
sidered to be globally chaotic with only instable periodic orbits [MSTAS81,
CS81]. This picture changed drastically when a family of stable periodic tra-
jectories was found [DR90, DBL92]. One important property of the system
(7.31) is the scale invariance,

qa → cqa, pa → c2 pa, t → c−1t, (7.32)

which allows to study the system at one single energy. The closed orbits found
by Dahlqvist had a fascinating property in the sense that they formed islands
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of stability around themselves. The trajectories with the same energy as the
Dahlqvist-orbit with initial starting point close to the orbit, remained close to
it, as if forming a shell around the stable solution. The trajectories and their
stability properties are not affected by the scale transfermations (7.32).

Something interesting happens when the radiative corrections from one-
loop effective calculation are taken into account. The one-loop effective po-
tential is given by (7.27), this motivates adding the logarithmic term to the
action (7.31)

S =
∫ T

0
dτ

{
pa∂τqa − 1

2
(

p2
1 + p2

2
)− 1

2
(
q2

1 −q2
2
)2
[

1+
λ
2

ln
(
q2

1 −q2
2
)]}

(7.33)

For λ = 0 the system is reduced to (7.31), whereas for λ > 0 the potential
assumes new minima according to (7.29). The system (7.33) is also scale
invariant according to

qa → cqa, (7.34)

pa → c2 (1−λ logc2)− 1
2 pa, (7.35)

t → c−1 (1−λ logc2) 1
2 t, (7.36)

λ → (
1−λ logc2)−1 λ . (7.37)

The scaling parameter c becomes bounded from above c < e
1

2λ in order for the
scaling to be nonsingular and real. Again we see that for λ = 0 the scaling
transformations above are reduced to the transformations (7.32). These scal-
ing properties make it sufficient to study the system for only one value of λ
and then using the scaling properties to map the solution to any value of λ > 0.
The Dahlqvist-trajectories remained stable also in the modified system. The
new family of stable closed orbits found are presented in Paper II.

The interesting features of the classical mechanics model (7.33) include as-
ymptotic freedom, scale invariance similar to the dimensional transmutation,
and spontaneous symmetry breaking. All of which are the key properties of
Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions. Provided that the connection between
the classical mechanics model and the YM theory is solid, the stable closed
trajectories found in this model can be related to phenomena such as glueballs
in QCD.
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Poincaré Maps
Poincaré map [Poi] is a clever tool to investigate periodic or quasi-periodic
dynamical systems. They have the ability to reveal structure in a seemingly
random motion. The key principle of the Poincaré method is that when chosen
carefully there exist a surface placed within the phase space M of the dynam-
ical system that is crossed by almost all trajectories. This surface needs not to
be planar however it does have to be transverse to the flow. A Poincaré sec-
tion S is part of that surface, it has always one dimension less than the phase
space. If this section is well chosen then no information is lost with respect
to the qualitative behavior of the dynamics. A trajectory x is a solution to the
equations of motion of the system on the phase space. The flow is given for an
infinitesimal time step dt by the equation of motion, for a finite time step the
flow is not known analytically, this would correspond to having a solutions to
the equation of motion. The Poincaré map P(x) is the map from the section
S onto itself P : S → S , such that

P(x(t))|t=0 = x(t)|t=T , (7.38)

the points x(0) ∈ S and x(T ) ∈ S , whereas x(t) /∈ S for all 0 < t < T . This
map carries a point of S with the flow until it intersects S again. Note, that
only those intersection points counts which come from the same side of the
plane. The visual result of iterating the map (7.38) is a pattern on S generated
by the flow. Periodic orbit results in one discrete point. Chaotic motion results
an even collection of point on the surface without any pattern, the points cover
eventually the entire section. The trajectories close to the stable closed orbit
found in system (7.33) remain close to the stable orbit, which creates a ring
pattern on the Poincaré section around the central point corresponding to the
closed stable orbit.
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8 Epilogue

This thesis is based on three Papers, which differ from one another in many
ways, yet have the same purpose - to learn more about theories and solutions
with non-trivial topology. In particular solutions that have the shape of a knot.

We found twisted line vortices in the model for electromagnetic plasma
suggesting the existence of toroidal knotted configurations as solutions of the
model. The family of stable periodic orbits found in the classical mechanics
model suggest the existence of self-linked knotted structures in pure effective
Yang-Mills theory. The effective calculation revealed the connection between
two field theory models with consequences on the stability properties of the
soliton solutions of these theories.

Those models are all relatively simple compared to a physically realistic
system. Nevertheless the result of our studies is interesting in its own right.
To begin with as a challenging mathematical and conceptual exercise, but also
it triggers the fantasy and inspires to further studies. The non-linear field
equations are difficult to solve, whichever method used. Yet much has been
achieved already, and although we are merely in the beginning the results
obtained so far are promising, and allow us to speculate, fantasise, and most
definitely hope for more.

The physical implications of the knotted configurations in real world are as
numerous as they are fascinating. The relevance in physics is obvious, and
some examples have also been discussed here briefly, like for instance super-
conductors in condensed matter physics, coronal loops on the photosphere of
the sun, glueball formation in hadrons. Those would be the modest and more
realistic examples of knotted structures in physics but there is no reason to
stop there.

In biochemistry we find for example proteins, long strings built up by a
sequence of amino acids. A straight string of protein, i.e. denatured protein,
has no function regardless of the complex content of amino acids. The pro-
tein only obtains a function when it coils up, and depending on how exactly
it coils up determines its specific function. The exact same protein coiled up
differently can have a completely different function. The mechanism behind
the spontaneous coiling is not yet understood. In fact, one of the most chal-
lenging open questions in biochemistry is the ability to predict how a protein
with a given sequence of amino acids will coil.
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The numerical methods used commonly are very consuming both in terms
of time and computer power. It requires calculating every angle between the
atoms and finding a configuration that minimises the energy density. However,
it does not have to be the global minimum that gives the functional protein,
often it is a local minimum and in order to find that, one needs an initial
configuration that is very close to the actual solution. For that you need to
guess the solution, which takes tremendous amount of luck or a crystal ball.

Also the mechanism behind the coiling of the DNA molecule is a matter
of knotted dynamics. The DNA molecule is the blueprint for the proteins
in the shape of a double helix. In stretched out position it would be several
meters long, yet it exists in the cell nucleus, that commonly has a diameter no
bigger than 2−40 micrometers. Thus it has to be compactified in a non-trivial
manner. Again the shape of the knotted DNA string plays an important role
for the properties of the molecule. To learn about the mechanism is of great
interest and would improve our understanding in molecular genetics.

There is a clear parallel to the ideas of Lord Kelvin and the knotted structure
of atoms. More importantly there is a clear parallel to our search for solutions
with knotted structure. Even the technical difficulties are of the same nature.

Returning to the topic of physics, related to the stable knotted vortex solu-
tions in electromagnetic plasma, leads us to think of fusion reactors. In our
study we encountered difficulties in performing the simulation in the range of
physically realistic parameter values. There is however no reason to believe
that this would not be possible. On the contrary, given time, patience and
computer power, if the knotted structures exist in plasma, they will be found.
Depending on the physical size of the knotted configuration, for application
one can imagine anything from the battery of a pacemaker, alternative power
to personal car engines, to fusion power plants that solve the worlds energy
problem.

We could also mention the missing matter in the Universe, and remind us of
the large energies that characterise knotted soliton configurations. It is not un-
thinkable that there exists a connection. From the largest scale to the smallest
- it is also ever so tempting to imagine hadrons as knotted configurations. This
requires a clever first principle way to include the quark degrees of freedom
in the model for pure gauge fields.

Let us stop here before we get too carried away, with the words of Pablo
Picasso,

"Everything you can imagine is real."

Except that as a scientist you have to work hard to prove it.
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9 Summary of the Included Papers

9.1 Paper I
This Paper presents a numerical study of a gauge field theory model describing
a charge neutral two-component electromagnetic plasma. This model relates
to the scalar sector of the Electroweak theory in the limit where the Weinberg
angle is 0.

We are interested in verifying that this model admits static axially symmet-
ric solutions with the topology of a torus. This can not be done analytically,
due to the highly non-linear nature of the field equations of the model. Also
the numerical calculations are not trivial, even for the simplest case of unknot
the separation of variables only eliminates one of the three spatial coordi-
nates. Instead we construct a straight and twisted line vortex. This vortex can
be thought of as a segment of unit length of a torus with infinite outer radii. To
find the lowest energy solution, we start twisting the string by increasing the
parameter describing the poloidal angel, and then locate the point where the
energy is optimal for the string to want to start to coil. The result is expressed
as the energy per unit length as a function of the twist along the vortex. The
boundary condition are such that the string can be formed into an unknot.

We find fat strings with non-trivial structure suggesting that the model sup-
ports the existence of stable twisted line vortices. The theoretical similarity
with the SFN model suggests that the model studied may also admit toroidal
knotted solutions. Due to the limitations regarding the technical aspects of
computing, a full three dimensional simulation to investigate the possibility of
having general knotted configurations as solutions in this model, is currently
out of reach.

To motivate the study of knotted solitons in electron-ion plasma or plasma
in general for that matter, let us be reminded that most of all known matter is
plasma. More specific motivation comes from the academic interest to verify
the possible existence of knotted solutions in gauge field theories in general.
The connection between the Standard Model theories and the applications in
plasma and condensed matter physics opens up the possibility of testing these
predictions experimentally. It would also be interesting to study the above
model in realistic range of parameter values, which may lead to understanding
the physics of the coronal loops on the solar photosphere.

The contribution from my part to this project involved studying the model
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presented in [FN00], calculating the equations of motion of the model and
expressing them on the form of a system of differential equations suitable for
the numerical study. The major task however was running the numerical sim-
ulations and interpreting the results, which I performed with some assistance
from the co-authors using a black-box soft ware called pdf2d.

9.2 Paper II
In this Letter we make a numerical study of the classical mechanics model that
is very similar to the infrared four dimensional SU(2) Yang-Mills theory. Both
models have properties of asymptotic freedom, dimensional transmutation and
spontaneous symmetry breaking. The Hamiltonian is modified based on the
effective one-loop calculation of the YM-theory. The motion of this system is
very hard to predict and most trajectories look chaotic.

We find a family of stable periodic trajectories supported by the Hamiltons
equations in the presence of quantum corrections, similar to the orbits found
in unperturbed system [DR90]. These periodic solutions exist for E < 0, i.e.
energies lower than the energies of the ground state at vanishing coupling.
We find that these solutions are stable. Furthermore, the nearby solutions of
the same energy make rings around the closed stable orbit on the Poincaré
section. For appropriate values of parameter λ , these nearby trajectories be-
come closed. The energy conservation gives that such a trajectory exist in a
three dimensional hyperplane and it can not intersect with itself. Thus a three
dimensional projection of these trajectories is self-linked into toroidal knots
with a non-trivial self-linking number.

The result of this study is highly interesting in its own right. If this model
relates to the YM theory in infrared region, then the periodic solutions that
form non-trivial knots are quite possibly the embodiments of glueball states
described in QCD.

My contribution to this work involved taking part of the numerical simula-
tions and interpreting the results.

9.3 Paper III
In Paper III we show a detailed calculation of the effective theory for the
Abelian Higgs model with extended Higgs sector (eAH). The focus is on the
kinetic terms. We use the background field method combined with a variation
of an algebraic method based on derivative expansion. The purpose of this
calculation is to compare the original eAH model to a modified eAH model
where texture stabilising term has been added to the system. The extra term
originates from the choice of metric on the scalar field space.
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We find that in the limit where the gauge fields are given entirely by the
scalar fields, the modified system and the effective theory become identical.
This suggests that the models are closely related. The result also suggests that
the first order quantum corrections have stabilising effect on the meta-stable
solutions found in the semi-classical approximation of the original theory.

It would also be interesting to investigate in more detail how the effective
theory affects the stability properties of the predicted knotted soliton solutions
of the model, but this is left for the future publication.
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10 Fältteorier och Strängar med
Icketrivial Geometri. En Sammanfattning

It is only a dream.
Lord Kelvin of the Vortex nature of Atoms

De teoretiska modellerna som studeras i denna avhandling är baserade på
fundamentala fältteorier med egenskaper som gör dem intressanta för den
gängse teorin om Naturen, den så kallade Standardmodellen. De är även högst
intressanta som effektiva modeller för ett stort antal system inom det fasta till-
ståndets fysik, i fall där en mer grundläggande teori saknas.

Standardmodellen är en relativistisk kvantmekanisk fältteori, som har blivit
mycket väl testad experimentellt. Teorin bottnar i två fundamentala princi-
per. Dels principen om gaugesymmetri. Det är en lokal symmetri som talar
om att en bevarad storhet, som till exempel den elektriska laddningen inte
kan försvinna spårlöst från en punkt i rumtiden för att samtidigt uppstå i en
annan avlägsen punkt i rumtiden. En sådan förflyttning kan endast ske om
den åtföljs av en ström, ett spår i rumtiden. Gauge betyder mått eller mätning
och används bland annat på engelska som måttet som anger bredden på järn-
vägsspåret. Den andra principen handlar om spontant symmetribrott, som är
ett fenomen där symmetrin hos ett fysikaliskt system inte föreligger i syste-
mets grundtillstånd (eller vakuumtillstånd). Nyckelexemplet är den så kallade
Higgsmekanismen i Standardmodellen, där den elektrosvaga gaugesymmetrin
bryts spontant till den elektromagnetiska gaugesymmetrin. Higgsmekanismen
behövs för att kunna förklara hur de massiva elementarpartiklarna i Standard-
modellen får sin respektive massa. Spontant symmetribrott återfinns även i det
fasta tillståndets fysik, vid till exempel ferromagnetism och Meissnereffekten
i supraledare.

Dessa två grundläggande idéer, gaugesymmteri samt spontant symmetri-
brott återfinns hos ett stort antal fältteorier, klassiska såväl som kvantmeka-
niska. Sådana teorier innehåller underliga och oerhört intressanta lösningar
till sina klassiska icke-linjära fältekvationer, så kallade topologiska solitoner.
Solitonlösningar kännetecknas bland annat av egenskaper som inre struktur,
till skillnad från de strukturlösa elementarpartiklarna, samt oftast av en myc-
ket hög energi. Däremot kan de inte sönderfalla till partiklar av mindre energi.
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När en soliton väl har skapats kommer den att finnas kvar för alltid. Så länge
man håller sig till de klassiska teorierna i alla fall. Märkliga saker kan hända
när man kvantiserar de klassiska fältekvationerna. I vissa modeller överlever
solitonlösningar kvantiseringsprocessen, i vissa andra fall inte.

I detta arbete är vi intresserade av en mycket säregen typ av solitonlös-
ningar, nämligen sådana som ser ut som mer eller mindre tjocka strängar som
kan formas till knutar. Den enklaste formen på en knut liknar en munk som
har vridits ett helt varv innan cirkeln sluts. Fördelen med knutformade soli-
tonlösningar är att den icke-triviala topologiska strukturen ger hög stabilitet.
Dessutom blir det möjligt att ha solitonlösningar med ändlig längd och därmed
ändlig energi.

Artikel I
I denna artikel studeras en gaugefältteoretisk modell för elektromagnetisk
plasma med hjälp av numeriska metoder. Upp till 99% av all känd materia
utgörs av plasma, vilket gör plasma till den vanligaste formen av materia i
vårt universum. På jorden däremot är förekomsten av plasma mycket sällsynt.
Vårt närmaste större plasmasystem är solen.

Plasma är ett gasliknande tillstånd bestående av ett stort antal positivt och
negativt laddade partiklar oftast blandade med neutrala partiklar. För att be-
skriva växelverkan mellan dessa laddade partiklar använder vi oss av en klas-
sisk icke-relativistisk fältteoretisk modell. En sådan modell ger en mer nyan-
serad bild av dynamiken inuti ett plasma, än vad som beskrivs av de för övrigt
välfungerande klassiska teorierna inom fasta tillståndets fysik. Vi söker be-
kräftelse på att denna fältteoretiska plasmamodell innefattar statiska cylinder-
symmetriska lösningar som har formen av en torus, likt den vridna munken.

Med utgångspunkt i de klassiska rörelseekvationerna, beräknade direkt från
uttrycket för systemets statiska energi, söker vi lösningar som svarar mot
minsta möjliga energi. Eftersom de klassiska rörelseekvationerna är icke-linjära
och mycket komplicerade, kan man inte hitta lösningarna analytiskt. Dess-
utom är inte heller de numeriska beräkningarna på något sätt triviala att ge-
nomföra. Även om man väljer att studera den enklaste av alla knutformade
lösningar, en ’unknot’, den så kallade vridna munken, så kan endast en av de
tre rumskoordinaterna elimineras vid variabelseparation. För att förenkla be-
räkningarna konstruerar vi istället en rak och vriden sträng av enhetslängd.
Denna cylinderformade sträng kan ses som en bit av en torusformad slang då
man låter slangens yttre radie gå mot oändligheten.
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För att hitta lösningen som svarar mot den lägsta energin, ökar vi vinkelpa-
rametern som beskriver vridningen av strängen. Denna parameter ökas ända
tills strängbiten vill börja böja sig. Denna kritiska punkt ger den optimala ener-
gin för konfigurationen. Resultatet av studien utgörs av ett uttryck för energi
per längdenhet som funktion av vridning längs med strängen.

Vi finner tjocka strängar med icketrivial struktur, vilket tyder på att model-
len stödjer förekomsten av stabila vridna strängar som lösningar till fältekva-
tionerna. Eftersom denna modell kan visas vara mycket snarlik den kända
Skyrme-Faddeev-Niemi modellen, finns det belägg för att tro att den även kan
tänkas tillåta knutna solitonlösningar. Men en fullskalig tredimensionell nu-
merisk analys av modellen är ännu utom räckhåll beroende på de tekniska
begränsningarna i fråga om datorkraft.

Artikel II
De fundamentala fältteorierna som ligger till grund för Standardmodellen är
av typen Yang-Mills teorier. För fysikaliskt realistiska system blir dessa teorier
snabbt mycket komplicerade. I denna artikel studerar vi en klassisk mekanisk
modell som är konstruerad på ett sådant sätt att den återspeglar många av de
mest säregna egenskaperna hos en ren Yang-Mills teori. Dessutom inkluderas
en förbättring till vår mekaniska modell baserad på första ordningens kvant-
korrektioner.

Eftersom fältekvationerna är alldeles för komplicerade för att lösas analy-
tiskt, studerar vi systemet med hjälp av numeriska metoder. För att åskådlig-
göra banorna som följer systemets rörelseekvationer använder vi oss av Poin-
carésnitt. Dynamiken i det klassiska systemet är mycket svår att förutse och
de flesta rörelsebanorna ter sig vara kaotiska. Ett kaotiskt system känneteck-
nas av en jämn samling punkter på Poincarésnittet som efter tillräckligt många
iterationer skulle fylla planet. En stabil periodisk bana kännetecknas av en el-
ler ett fåtal punkter, där mönstret av punkter i planet förblir detsamma oavsett
antalet iterationer.

Vi finner en familj av stabila slutna periodiska banor som löser de klassis-
ka rörelseekvationerna för den modifierade modellen. Dessutom att banorna
med samma energi som de närbelägna stabila banorna, bildar ett ringliknan-
de mönster på Poincaréplanet som efter ett visst antal varv börjar upprepa
sig. Eftersom energin är bevarad, vet vi att dessa lösningar finns på det tredi-
mensionella hyperplanet och att de inte kan korsa sig själva. Detta leder till
slutsatsen att en tredimensionell projektion av sådana lösningar beskriver en
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torusformad icketrivial knut.

Resultatet av vår studie är högst intressant i sig. Om dessutom den klassis-
ka modellen är relaterad till Yang-Mills teorin, i synnerhet den som beskriver
stark växelverkan i den infraröda gränsen, då skulle dessa periodiska lösning-
ar som bildar icke-triviala knutar kunna beskriva tillstånd som till exempel
limbollar (glueballs) i kvantkromodynamiken.

Artikel III
I denna artikel beräknar vi första ordningens kvantförbättringar till en mycket
vanligt förekommande fältteoretiskt modell, vilken är den utökade Abelska
Higgs modellen. Den utgör en del av teorin för den elektrosvaga växelverkan
för särskilda parametervärden och är nära relaterad till Ginzburg-Landau te-
orin, som används för beskrivning av supraledare. Det intressanta med den
utökade Abelska Higgs modellen är att den som en gaugefältteori med spon-
tant symmetribrott, innehåller ett rikt spektrum av topologiska lösningar. I två
rumsdimensioner återfinns de välkända Nielsen-Olesen vertexar, som inlinda-
de i tre rumsdimensioner bildar långa smala strängar.

Lösningar som vi främst iakttar består av sådana slutna strängar i tre rums-
dimensioner, men innan ändarna sluts samman på strängen har man vridit
strängen ett jämt antal varv, 2πN, där N är ett heltal. Strängens statiska energi
är proportionell mot strängens längd, vilket innebär att en ovriden och sluten
sträng kollapsar och försvinner mycket hastigt. Som ett resultat av 2πN vrid-
ningen formas den istället till en knutliknande konfiguration. Sådana lösning-
ar är klassiskt stabila. Kvantmekaniken däremot ställer till det något, eftersom
den tillåter ett fenomen som kallas för tunnling. Därmed är det inte garanterat
att den knutformade solitonlösningen inte skulle kunna upplösas genom att
tunnla genom sig själv.

Stabiliteten hos sådana lösningar har studerats vid flera tillfällen i olika
sammanhang och för olika typer av solitonlösningar. Bland annat har man
med numeriska beräkningar funnit bevis på att torusformade lösningar med
icketrivial struktur existerar i den utökade Abelska Higgs modellen, och att
dessa klassiskt stabila lösningar även ter sig kvasistabila i en semiklassisk
approximation. Kvasistabila betyder att lösningarna har en stor men ändlig
livslängd. Dessutom har man funnit stabila lösningar för intressanta ändliga
parametervärden i en modifierad modell snarlik den utökade Abelska Higgs
modellen, men med en extra kinetisk term och därmed en extra parameter.
Detta motiverade oss att närmare undersöka hur den modifierade modellen är
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relaterad till den ursprungliga utökade Abelska Higgs modellen för icketrivi-
ala parametervärden.

I detta arbete använde vi väletablerade analytiska metoder inom fältteorin.
Resultatet av beräkningarna beskriver de kinetiska termerna hos den ursprung-
liga modellen inklusive första ordningens kvantförbättringar. Resultatet visar
att den kvantförbättrade ursprungliga modellen och den modifierade modellen
är mycket nära relaterade till varandra. Detta medför att de kvasistabila lös-
ningar som hittats i den ursprungliga modellen i semiklassisk approximation,
mycket väl kan spegla de stabila lösningarna som hittats i den modifierade
teorin, när man tar hänsyn till kvantförbättringarna.

Det vore mycket intressant att studera hur den effektiva teorin påverkar sta-
bilitetsegenskaperna hos de förutspådda knutformade solitonlösningarna, men
denna utmaning lämnas till framtida projekt att undersöka.
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